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**General Military History**

**THE GUARDIAN**

**GREAT MILITARY DISASTERS: From Bannockburn to Stalingrad**
By Julian Spilsbury. Details 20 absorbing encounters including the bloody Battle of Bannockburn in 1314, Napoleon's humiliation in Moscow in 1812 and General Custer's shocking defeat at the Battle of Little Bighorn in 1876. Spilsbury demonstrates how the misguided actions of a few men brought about the downfall of some of history's greatest armies. 294 pages. Quercus. Paperbound.

**THE LONG ROAD HOME: A Story of War and Family**
By Martha Raddatz. Takes readers from the streets of Baghdad to the home front, recounting the day the First Cavalry Division came under surprise attack in Sadri City, telling the story of that horrific day through the eyes of the courageous American men and women who lived it. Photos. 338 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

**GREAT MILITARY DISASTERS: From Bannockburn to Stalingrad**
By Julian Spilsbury. Details 20 absorbing encounters including the bloody Battle of Bannockburn in 1314, Napoleon's humiliation in Moscow in 1812 and General Custer's shocking defeat at the Battle of Little Bighorn in 1876. Spilsbury demonstrates how the misguided actions of a few men brought about the downfall of some of history's greatest armies. 294 pages. Quercus. Paperbound.

**GREAT MILITARY DISASTERS: From Bannockburn to Stalingrad**
By Julian Spilsbury. Details 20 absorbing encounters including the bloody Battle of Bannockburn in 1314, Napoleon's humiliation in Moscow in 1812 and General Custer's shocking defeat at the Battle of Little Bighorn in 1876. Spilsbury demonstrates how the misguided actions of a few men brought about the downfall of some of history's greatest armies. 294 pages. Quercus. Paperbound.

**THE RED WEB: The Kremlin's Wars on the Internet**
By Alexander Ludeke. The invasions of Korea launched in 1950 by the Soviet Union were a defeat for Japan and a victory for America. The invasions of Korea launched in 1950 by the Soviet Union were a defeat for Japan and a victory for America. The invasions of Korea launched in 1950 by the Soviet Union were a defeat for Japan and a victory for America. The invasions of Korea launched in 1950 by the Soviet Union were a defeat for Japan and a victory for America.

**THE GIRL WATCHERS CLUB**
By Harry Stein. A fly-on-the-wall account of the conversations between Moe Turner, a mathematician who worked on the H-bomb; Boyd Huff, a history professor and survivor of the Nazi prisoner camps; and Gene Cooper, an electrical engineer and the emotional center of the three men. Reveals their tragedies and triumphs, and how to maintain courage and honor even as the world changes around you. Photos. 315 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95.

**MARINE CARGO OPERATIONS, THIRD EDITION: A Guide to Stowage**
By R.J. Meur and C.L. Sauerber. This third edition aims to help the shipping industry fulfill its mission by presenting formally and systematically the basic principles and techniques of cargo operations. It seeks to acquaint merchant officers present and future with the principles of stowage and their implications as they apply to the responsibilities of a carrier. Schiffer. Pub. at $50.00.

**INTERNATIONAL TANK DEVELOPMENTS**
From 1970 to 1998: Campaign 198. Stephen Turnbull. The invasions of Korea launched by Toyotomi Hideyoshi are unique in Japanese history for being the only time that the samurai assaulted a foreign country. This volume describes the region's first "world war" that caused a degree of devastation in Korea itself that was unmatched until the Korean War of the 1950s. Well illus., some in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95.

**FINNISH SOLDIER VERSUS SOVIET SOLDIER: Combat 21**
By David Campbell. Drawing on a wide range of sources, Campbell draws a stark contrast between the poorly prepared Soviet forces and the Finns, who made excellent use of terrain and innovative guerrilla tactics as they defended their homeland. Well illus., most in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.
**General Military History**

**WARRIOR: A Memoir**
By T. Larson & A. Eisenstock. Startling and funny, terrifying and triumphant, heartwarming and inspirational, this is the story of perseverance and success that anyone inspired to conquer their own obstacles. Larson brilliantly chronicles her life as a former model turned Marines lieutenant, and her hard-fought battle with bulimia nervosa.


**SNIPER: SAS and Elite Forces Guide**
By Martin J. Dougherty. Examines what it takes to be a special forces elite sniper. Dougherty describes the psychological makeup of a sniper, what training is required to become an expert marksman, and what weapons are used by special forces snipers today. 336 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95.

**BRADLEY VS BMP–DESERT STORM 1991: Duel 75**
By Mike Guirdon. Examines the first time these Cold War icons clashed in the deserts of southern Iraq during the Gulf War of 1991. An absorbing story of the origins, development, and combat performance of the BMP and Bradley, culminating in the bloody battles of the Gulf War. Fully illus., most in color. 80 pages.


**1415–THE BATTLE OF AGINCOURT: Medieval Warfare 2015 Special Edition**
By Stephen Bennett et al. Concise study of one of the most well-known and celebrated battles of the Hundred Years’ War (1337-1453), examining topics such as the leadership of Henry V, logistics and organization; arms and armor; English war-bows; commanders of the French army; and Shakespeare’s influence. Well illus., most color. 80 pages. Kanawasary. 8x11”. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

**FLYING TIGER TO AIR COMMANDO**
By Charles Baisden. Baisden recalls his more than 20 years of service to his country, from his enlistment in the Army Air Corps at age 19, to his retirement as a Master Sgt. at age 44. Includes his years with the famed Flying Tigers during WWII, as well as his service in the Korean War as an armorer and a gunner. Well illus. 157 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $12.95.

**THE YORKS OF SYRACUSE, VOLUME II: War in Ancient Sicily 367-211 BC**
By Jeff Champion. Concludes the story of the rise and fall of Syracuse, one of the most powerful cities in the ancient world. Champion follows the course of the city’s wars from the death of Dionysius I down to the final epic siege of the city in 213-211 BC. Color photos. 250 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95.

**M1 ABRAMS: America’s Main Battle Tank**

**THE OPERATOR: Firing the Shots That Killed Osama bin Laden and My Years as a SEAL Team Warrior**

**RED ARMY TANK COMMANDERS: The Armored Guards**
By Richard N. Armstrong. Profiles six Soviet commanders who rose in rank to lead tank armies, with each commander’s combat career examined, the rise of Red Army armored forces, and their operations. 475 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $32.95.

**THE MEDITERRANEAN, C. 1400 BC–1000 BC: Elite 204**
By A. Salimbeti & R. D’Amato. The most famous in all of Caesar’s battles of the 2nd millennium BC. This volume draws on archaeological research to describe the probable origins and campaigns, and to reconstruct the appearance of the warriors and their battles. Weil illus., most color. 64 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95.

**SEA PEOPLES OF THE BRONZE AGE MEDITERRANEAN C. 1400 BC–1000 BC: Elite 204**
By A. Salimbeti & R. D’Amato. The “Sea Peoples” terrorized the islands and coasts of the eastern Mediterranean in the late 2nd millennium BC. This volume draws on archaeological research to describe the probable origins and campaigns, and to reconstruct the appearance of the warriors of this powerful and mysterious confederation. Well illus., most color. 64 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95.
General Military History

**CROSSING THE WIRE: One Woman's Journey into the Hidden Dangers of the Afghan War** By AnnaMaria Cardinalli. Goes far beneath the headlines of our seemingly endless war in Afghanistan to inform us of the exact situation among the opposition we've faced. An engagingly written personal story about one woman's journey through mechanisms of the U.S. government to our military's front lines, where we find the Afghans more clothed in mystery, if not criminality, than we have been led to believe. Photos. 240 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $29.95

Item #5793572 $6.95

**THE CAVALRY THAT BROKE NAPOLEON: The King's Dragoon Guards at Waterloo** By Richard Goldsborough. Napoleon and Wellington took to the fields of Waterloo for one final, decisive battle on June 18, 1815—a battle that would put an end to over two decades of warfare. Goldsborough reveals the contribution made by the 1st or King's Dragoon Guards who, ultimately, helped deny Napoleon victory and paid a heavy price for it. 16 pages of illus. 272 pages. History Press. Pub. at $36.95

Item #6846829 $29.95

**BLOODED BANNERS: Martial Display on the Medieval Battlefield** By Robert W. Jones. Drawing on a broad range of source material and using innovative historical approaches, Robert Jones completely re-evaluates the way that the warriors of the middle ages and their weapons were viewed, showing that martial display was a vital part of the way in which war was waged during this period. Illus., some in color. 205 pages. Boydell. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

Item #5844200 $19.95

**WAR STORIES: 37 Epic Tales of Courage, Duty, and Valor** Ed. by Lamar Underwood. Pulls together some of the finest writings about war-fighting culled from books, newspapers, and magazines. Stories are written by or about Ambrose Bierce, Rudyard Kipling, Sergeant Alvin York, Henry Cabot Lodge and many others. 388 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $19.95

Item #5793789 $14.95

**CENTURION MAIN BATTLE TANK, 1946 TO PRESENT: Owners’ Workshop Manual** By Simon Dunstan. Pays tribute to the tank whose legacy endures as one of the finest armored fighting vehicles in the history of mechanized warfare. Written by a world authority, this manual gets under the hatches and into the commander’s seat to chart the Centurion’s development, construction, operation, and combat history. Well illus., some color. 156 pages. Haynes. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $36.95

Item #569708X $21.95

**8 SECONDS OF COURAGE: A Soldier’s Story from Immigrant to the Medal of Honor** By F. Groberg & T. Sileo. On August 8, 2012, Army Captain Flo Groberg tackled a suicide bomber in Afghanistan. Although four men died and Groberg himself was seriously wounded, he saved the lives of many others through his bravery. Here, he tells about his background, training, and the events that led up to that day. 16 pages of photos. 191 pages. S&S. Pub. at $25.00

Item #6751296 $13.95

**WATERLOO 1815–THE BIRTH OF MODERN EUROPE: Campaign 15 By Geoffrey Woodman. Waterloo holds a special place among the great battles of history, matching two of the world’s greatest generals; Napoleon and Wellington. This volume covers the entire campaign including the battles of Quatre Bras, Ligny and Water. Well illus., many in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

Item #6708218 $16.95

**TANKS: Casemate Short History** By O.E. Gilbert & R. Cansiere. Today tanks are synonymous with the modern army: seemingly impregnable high-tech weapons systems. Here the authors explore how the tank developed—in tactics and technology—and influenced conflict since the first tank lumbered into battle in 1916. Photos. 160 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

Item #6550277 $9.95

**WOMEN AT WAR IN THE CLASSICAL WORLD** By Paul Chrystal. Presents the first full treatment of women and warfare in classical Greece and Rome. Spanning many turbulent years, it traces and analyzes the direct and indirect involvement of women in these ancient war machines: as participants in battle, as agents of conflict, and as victims of war. Photos. 269 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

Item #6611494 $29.95

**SURVIVING THE JAPANESE ONSLAUGHT: An RAF PoW in Burma** By William Tate. These are the first-hand memoirs of the late William Albert Tate. They have been framed within a wider history of his career in the Royal Air Force between 1938 and 1946, written by his son. Tate recalls two years of incarceration in Rangoon Gail as a Japanese Prisoner of War, after bailing out of his Wellington over Burma. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

Item #5972299 $19.95

**THE SIEGE OF SEVASTOPOL 1854-1855: Voices from the Past By Anthony Dawson. The Crimean War is the most destructive and deadly conflict of the 19th century. Dawson has amassed an astonishing collection of previously unknown and unpublished material, including numerous letters and private journals. Many untapped French sources reveal aspects of the fighting in the Crimea that have never been portrayed before. 269 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $34.95

Item #6752268 $26.95

**ROMAN REPUBLIC AT WAR By Don Taylor. Offers a convenient and comprehensive A-Z compendium of every significant battle and military campaign fought by the Romans from the Roman Republic down to 31 B.C. Drawing exclusively from ancient sources, Taylor catalogs and offers a brief description of over 400 battles spanning almost 500 years of conflict. 318 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

Item #5996767 $29.95

**TANKS: The First 100 Years** By Simon Dunstan. A fascinating examination of what is wrong with American troops in unwinnable wars. “A thoughtful and sophisticated examination of the failure and return to the path of victory. Illus. 264 pages. History Press. Pub. at $34.95

Item #5975617 $26.95

**AMERICAN MILITARY HISTORY**

**384 pages. Lippincott**

**THE RIGHT WAY TO LOSE A WAR** By Dominic Tierney. Reveals how the United States has struggled to adapt to the new era of intractable guerrilla conflicts, since the end of WWII in 1945. As a result, most major American wars have turned into military fiascos, and Tierney illuminates how Washington should handle the battlefield failure and return to the path of victory. Illus. 864 pages. Lippincott. Pub. at $28.00

Item #6663672 $4.95

**THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY AND OVERHEAD RECONNAISSANCE** By O.W. Pedtow & D.E. Welzenbach. A fascinating historical document that contains a significant amount of newly declassified material with respect to the U-2 and OXCART programs, including: names of pilots; codenames; locations, funding, and cover arrangements; and overflights of the Soviet Union, Cuba, China and other countries. 16 pages of photos. 386 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

Item #6734979 $5.95

**THE PRISONER IN HIS PALACE: Saddam Hussein, His American Guards, and What History Leaves Unsaid** By Will Bardenwerper. Twelve young American soldiers where trained to become guards to Saddam Hussein, the exiled dictator leading to his execution. It shows two Saddams coexisting in one person: the defiant tyrant who uses torture and murder as tools, and a shrewd but contemplative prisoner who exhibits affection, dignity and courage in the face of looming death. 246 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $26.00

Item #6892426 $5.95

**THE WRONG ENEMY** By Carlotta Gall. Combining searing personal accounts of battles and betrayals with moving portraits of the ordinary Afghans who were caught up in the conflict of more than a decade, this is a sweeping account of a war brought by American leaders against an enemy they barely understood and could not truly engage. 339 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

Item #6907454 $4.95

**THE EXILE: The Stunning Inside Story of Osama bin Laden and Al Qaeda in Flight** By C. Scott-Clark & A. Levy. Tells the extraordinary inside story of the decade-long search by intelligence services and special forces units, and the millions of dollars spent, to find and kill Osama bin Laden. While we think we know what happened in Abbottabad on May 2, 2011, we know little about the wilderness years that led to that shocking event. 16 pages of photos, most color. 620 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00

Item #8800378 $8.95
**Spiral: Trapped in the Forever War**

By Mark Danner. Describes how the ever-widening war has plunged the country into a never-ending “state of exception.” Bush’s decision to “take the gloves off,” and Obama’s reluctance to reverse most of these policies, have dramatically altered our country. Danner describes the transformed country we Americans have come to inhabit since 9/11. 267 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00

**Touching America’s History: From the Pequot War Through World War II**

By Meredith Mason Brown. Things you can see and touch can bring to mind the time when the items were made and used. Brown uses twenty objects to summon up major developments in America’s History, from a Pequot stone axe head that was probably made before the Pequot War, to a piece of toilet bowl found in the bombed out wreckage of Hitler’s Home in 1945. Photos. 271 pages. InUP Pub. at $30.00.

**Raven Rock: The Story of the U.S. Government’s Secret Plan to Save Itself—While the Rest of Us Die**

By Garrett M. Graff. Describes the evolution of the government's plans and the threats of global war from the dawn of the nuclear era through to the present day. Graff brings readers through the back channels of government to understand exactly what is at stake if our nation is attacked, and how we’re prepared to respond if it is. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 529 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.00.

**Last in Their Class:uster, Pickett, and the Goats of West Point**

By James S. Robbins. Today’s Goat, the celebrated West Point cadet finishing at the bottom of his class, carries on a long and storied tradition. The story Robbins tells goes from the beginnings of West Point through the carnage of the Civil War to the grassy bluffs over the Little Big Horn. The Goats profile the shareable stories of American soldierhood—daring, imaginative, and ambitious. 504 pages. Encounter Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99.

**The Mirror Test: America at War in Iraq and Afghanistan**

By J. Kael Weston. From an intimate tapestry of voices and stories, Weston delivers a “mirror test” (when an injured individual has had facial reconstruction looks in a mirror for the first time) for our nation in its global role. A crucial look at America now, how it is viewed in the world and how the nation views itself in the interplay between photos. 585 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $28.95.

**Modern American Snipers**

By Chris Martin. Read by Peter Larkin. Get a look at today’s special operations snipers, and an in-depth look at the career of the legendary Chris Kyle—the most lethal sniper in U.S. military history—as shared by those who knew him and fought at his side. Over 10 hours on nine CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.95.

**MERC: American Soldiers of Fortune**

By J. Malin & R. Brown. First published in 1979, its characters and stories are as vivid and worthy of retelling today. American soldiers of fortune who fight because they enjoy combat, for causes in which they believe, for money, or adventure. The mercs profiled in this title range from West Point graduates and Harvard poets to former CIA agents and ex cons. Illus., some in color. 174 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

**The Official U.S. Army Combat Skills Handbook**

Distributed to all U.S. soldiers this is the must-have guide for those who want to know how U.S. Army soldiers are trained to perform and prepare during combat. Includes photos, illustrations, and diagrams throughout. 371 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.

**The People’s History of the U.S. Military**

By Michael A. Bellesiles. Drawing from three centuries of letters, diaries, and memoirs of soldiers’ personal encounters with combat, Bellesiles captures the essence of the American military experience firsthand—from the American Revolution to the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan—giving voice to the common soldier. 375 pages. New York: Basic. Pub. at $19.95.

**Adversary: America’s Aggressor Fighter Squadrons**

By R. Lindes & C. Lloyd. Provides an inside look at the dedicated adversary tactics units within the U.S. Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps. Dramatic photography and fascinating text combine in an authoritative review of every unit in this highly specialized group, from the Navy’s TOPGUN program to the USAF’s elite 414th Combat Training Squadron. 142 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¾. Pub. at $29.95.

**The Yankee Comandante: The Untold Story of Courage, Passion, and One American’s Fight to Liberate Cuba**


**Base Nation: How U.S. Military Bases Abroad Harm America and the World**

By David Vine. Demonstrates that America’s overseas bases raise geopolitical tensions and undermine American democratic ideals, pushing the United States into partnerships with dictators. Vine’s analysis shows their financial cost is staggering and the bases breed sexual violence, destroy the environment, and destroy the local economies. 418 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $33.00.
**American Revolution**

- **THE BATTLE OF LEXINGTON: A Sermon and Eyewitness Narrative** By Jonas Clark. There was no better-prepared place to inaugurate the first battle of the War for Independence than the little village of Lexington. Written by Pastor Clark for his congregation, this little volume recounts what he saw of the Battle of Lexington. Includes the complete poem Paul Revere’s Ride by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. Illus. 89 pages. Nordskog Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. Item #599540X $7.95

- **THE UNTOLED CIVIL WAR: Exploring the Human Side of War** By James Robertson. Six thematic chapters explore the conflict: The Human Side of War; The Life of Soldiers; Resources, Resolve, & Ingenuity; A War of Fists; Warriors, Poets, & Scoundrels; and Aftermath. More than 475 photographs, sketches, relics, and memorials highlight 132 untold stories in this remarkable collection. 352 pages. National Geographic. 9¼x11. Pub. at $40.00. Item #6944078 $11.95

- **BLOODY SPRING: Forty Days That Sealed the Confederacy’s Fate** By Jonas Clark. There are 16 pages of photographs of the most famous battle of the war, including a commentary by historian Bruce Catton. Also includes a bonus program, Photographers of the Civil War. 118 minutes. Legend Films. Pub. at $14.99. Item #6834892 $9.95

**Civil War**

- **CONFEDERATE CURRENCY** By Pierre Frickle. On February 4, 1861, the Confederate States of America was formed, and almost immediately the first Confederate notes were printed. There would be many designs over the next four years. This book autodates each series of notes, highlighting the history and circumstances in which they were created. Well illus., some in color. 56 pages. Shire. Item #599540X $3.95

- **SEPTEMBER MOURN: The Dunker Church of Antietam Battlefield** By A. Schmidt & T. Barkley. The Dunker Church is one of the most iconic structures of the American Civil War. The authors firmly establish the importance of the structure and how it helped establish tourism and education for future generations. Experience the full story of the monumental battle and the community that lived through it. Illus. 156 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6957711 $14.95

- **GETTYSBURG: An Alternate History** By Peter G. Tournas. In this alternate history, the roads and battlefields are the same, but a different choice or a minor incident may set in motion an entirely new train of events that causes history to surge in a dramatic, new direction. The authors present the possibilities and the impact they would have had on the war. 16 pages of photos. 320 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. Item #673921B $4.95

- **IN THE PRESENCE OF MINE ENEMIES: The Civil War in the Heart of America 1859–1863** By Edward L. Ayers. Ayers offers an intimate, ground-level account of the outbreak and early years of the Civil War in its bloodiest theater: the Great Valley spanning Virginia and Pennsylvania. It marks a major departure from the view of the Civil War as an inevitable conflict to the view that opposing sections with the North bound to prevail. 472 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. Item #6669068 $4.95

- **BATTLEFIELD: Forming a Civil War Battleground** By Peter Svenson. While revising his long-neglected forty acre site near Harrisonburg, Virginia, the author unearths nineteenth-century history and meditates on how best to commemorate the men who fell in battle on his forty acres during the Civil War “Battle of Cross Keys” in 1862. An engaging and reverent view of the Civil War and its ongoing legacy. Illus. 246 pages. Burford. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. Item #6961991 $13.95

- **DVD THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR:**
  - **FULL SCREEN**: A double feature of Civil War documentaries. Images of the Civil War: The Paintings of Mort Kunstler explores the artist’s supremely meticulous work. Gettysburg: The Last Full Measure is a focused piece on the most famous battle of the war, including a commentary by historian Bruce Catton. Also includes a bonus program, Photographers of the Civil War. 118 minutes. Legend Films. Pub. at $14.99. Item #5929186 $6.95

**Civil War: Lincoln**

- **OUR LINCOLN: New Perspectives on Lincoln and His World Ed. by Eric Foner.** The 11 historians who have contributed to this collection of essays show that it is possible to shed new light on the most studied figure in American history. They demonstrate too that each generation finds its own Lincoln, and that two centuries after his birth, Lincoln still matters in our politics and society. Illus. 336 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95. Item #6905315 $4.95

- **SOUTH CAROLINA’S MILITARY ORGANIZATIONS DURING THE YEARS BETWEEN THE STATES, VOLUME IV** By Robert S. Seigler. Volume four of this landmark series traces military groups raised from all parts of the state, from Gadsden to Dorchester, as well as militia reserves, presenting a comprehensive review of South Carolina’s Civil War troops in incomparable detail. Photos. Illus., History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99. Item #6663702 $2.95

- **STATE OF THE UNION: New York and the Civil War Ed. by Harold Holzer. To celebrate the publication of The Union Preserved: A Guide to the Civil War Records in the New York State Archives in 1999, the New York State Archives held a symposium featuring research by a broad range of leading scholars on New York’s role in the Civil War. Their contributions are brought together in this volume. 16 pages of photos. 135 pages. Fordham. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00. Item #5957959 $6.95

- **MARCHING HOME: Union Veterans and Their Unending Civil War** By Brian Matthew Jordan. Beginning where most Civil War histories end, this groundbreaking reinterpretation of post-Civil War society reveals the desperate fate that awaited Union veterans after demobilization—a civilization determined to shield itself from the grisly realities of the battlefield, eager to put the war behind them. Photos. 374 pages. Liveright. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. Item #6747701 $5.95

- **JOHN RANSOM’S CIVIL WAR DIARY:**
  - **NOTES FROM INSIDE ANDEAVORVILLE, THE CIVIL WAR’S MOST NOTORIOUS PRISON** By Brian Matthew Jordan. The story of the memoral unit which distiguished itself in battle in Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina, taken from narratives, military sketches, and letters written by members of the unit, including the men taken as Northern prisoners of war. 32 pages of photos. 119 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $29.95. Item #683498 $14.95

- **WHATSOEVER YOU RESOLVE TO BE:**
  - **ESSAYS ON STONEWALL JACKSON BY A. WILSON GREENE** By A. Wilson Greene. As relevant today as when it was first published in 1992, the outstanding and widely respected assembly of essays is now joined by five new pieces that explore both the personal and the military sides of this legendary military leader. This edition also includes a new introductory essay by Greene. UTPress. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95. Item #1843664 $4.95

- **NASHVILLE 1864—from the TENNESSEE to the CUMBERLAND:**
  - **CAMPAIGN 314** By Mark Lardas. The critical Nashville campaign, often ignored in modern treatments, is brought to the fore once again in this superb, fully illustrated volume, revealing how for 11 weeks the fate of the American Civil War was held in balance. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00. Item #7733409 $17.95

- **IN THE SADDLE: Exploits of the 5th Georgia Cavalry During the Civil War** By Timothy Dais. The story of the memorable unit which distinguished itself in battle in Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina, taken from narratives, military sketches, and letters written by members of the unit, including the men taken as Northern prisoners of war. 32 pages of photos. 119 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $29.95. Item #6733409 $9.95

- **SHERMAN: Great Generals Series By Steven E. Woodworth.** Delivers a nuanced, insightful portrait of General William Tecumseh Sherman as a man who shed away from the spotlight and only wanted the war to end as quickly as possible. Offers a fresh exploration of the tactics and legacy of the notorious Civil War general who stormed through the South. Illus. 198 pages. Palgrave. Pub. at $21.95. Item #1843664 $4.95
**Civil War**

**REBELS IN PARADISE: Sketches of Northampton, who launched the abolitionist movement, Sylvester Judd Jr., John Payson Williston, David Ruggles, Henry Snow Gere, and Erastus Hopkins.** Through their individual stories, Laurie traces the evolution of the antislavery movement in western Massachusetts, life, and political affairs. Photos. 177 pages. UMAP. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95

*Item #624545*

★ **101 THINGS YOU DIDN'T KNOW ABOUT THE CIVIL WAR** by Thomas R. Turner. Find out all the fascinating trivia you didn't know about the battle between the North and South, including such tidbits as after the war, military hero Ulysses S. Grant became so poor, he was forced to sell his treasured war mementos. 240 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

*Item #2799030*

★ **THE GREAT COMMANDERS OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR** by Kevin J. Dougherty. Selects eleven major battles, from First Manassas in July 1861 to Kennesaw Mountain in June 1864, and in analyzing the course of each battle, evaluates the tactics of the commanders involved. With color maps, period photos, and color illustrations, this comprehensive volume is a fascinating study of Civil War history and battlefield tactics. 224 pages. Amulet. 8¾x11. Paper. Pub. at $29.95

*Item #6901905*

★ **WEST POINT ATLAS FOR THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR: The West Point Military History Series** Ed. by Thomas E. Griess. This collection of original maps, in full color, highlights the war's key military battles of the American Civil War. Each also provides dates, unit numbers, troop deployments, and movements of opposing forces as well as critical geographical information. Square One Publishers. 13¼x10¾. Spiralbound. Pub. at $28.95

*Item #6759833*

**GETTYSBURG: The Battle for Liberty, Equality and Brotherhood** by Nigel Cawthorne. Using a remarkable combination of photography, artwork, and eyewitness accounts, this heavily illustrated volume places the reader in the center of the action at Gettysburg, conveying the ultimate horror of the American Civil War with staggering, unflinching realism. 192 pages. Chartwell

*Item #3673367*

★ **REMEMBERING THE BATTLE OF THE CRATER: War as Murder** by Kevin M. Levin. Levin addresses the shared recollection of a battle that epitomizes the way Americans have chosen to remember, or in many cases forget, the presence of the United States Colored Troops (USCT). In this provocative volume he analyzes how the racial component of the war's history was portrayed at various points during the 140 years following its conclusion. Photos. 184 pages. UPKy. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

*Item #6586716*

★ **THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR: The West Point Military History Series** By Timothy H. Donovan, Jr. et al. Beginning with an in-depth view of the political, social, and military organization of pre-Civil War America, this reference then follows the events of the war with an analysis of the military tactics used, the weaponry available, and the generalship employed by both sides. Lluss. 250 pages. Square One Publishers. Pub. at $21.95

*Item #675354X*

★ **ALONG THE LINES OF DEVOTION: The Bloodstained Field of Gettysburg on July 1, 1863** by James Smith. Beginning on June 9 and culminating in a bloody final stand at Sharpsburg, 310 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $22.95

*Item #6742335*

**Korean War**

★ **NORTH KOREA INVADES THE SOUTH: Across the 38th Parallel June 1950** by Gerry van Exender. Tackles the fateful days in June 1950 that would cement north-south antagonism to this day, the pariah state that is communist North Korea–again an increasing threat to an already tenuous global peace. Well illus. 128 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

*Item #6856160*

★ **IN ENEMY HANDS: A Prisoner in North Korea** By Larry Zellers. Describes how prisoners in the camps worked to help others and conduct themselves with UPKy. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

*Item #5732143*

★ **AIR WAR OVER NORTH VIETNAM: Operation Rolling Thunder, 1965-1968** by Stephen Emerson. Despite flying some 300,000 combat sorties and dropping nearly 650,000 tons of ordnance on North Vietnam, Operation Rolling Thunder failed to drive Hanoi decisively to the negotiating table and end the war. Emerson presents an overview of this operation against the backdrop of the Cold War and fears of widening the conflict into a global conflagration. Photos. 128 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

*Item #6856063*

**Vietnam War**

WHERE THE WIND LEADS: A Memoir By Vinh Chung with T. Dowis. Born in South Vietnam just eight months before it fell to communists in 1975, Chung’s family went from a wealthy rice-milling empire to living in abject poverty. His harrowing account chronicles his remarkable journey, from fleeing into the pirate-infested waters of the South China Sea to finding a new home in the unlikely town of Fort Smith, Arkansas. 16 pages of photos, most color.

*Item #5840783*


*Item #6742696*

★ **SOG MEDIC: Stories from Vietnam and over the Fence** By J. Param & R. Dumont. During his tour with SOG, Joe Parnar served as a dispensary medic, chace medic, Hachet Force medic and as a recon team member. This variety of roles gave him experience not only in combat but in helping with and treating the civilians and indigenous peoples of that area. His account is a timely reminder of the enormous responsibility and burden that a medic carries. Well illus. 258 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95

*Item #2817314*

WINTER SOLDIERS: An Oral History of the Vietnam Veterans Against the War By Richard Stacewicz. Bringing together the voices of more than thirty former and current members of the Vietnam Veterans Against the War, Stacewicz offers a powerful account of the impact of the war on the lives of individuals and the nation. Illus. 470 pages. Haymarket. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

*Item #5732143*

**Civil War**

**SIX DAYS IN SEPTEMBER** by Alexander B. Rossino. Written with an immediacy that drops you into the middle of the conflict, this sweeping, meticulous account charts six pivotal days for Robert E. Lee's army in 1862. Exposed plans, lost territory, and a stubborn foe divided and weakened the Southern army, culminating in a bloody final stand at Sharpsburg. 310 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $22.95

*Item #6153235*

★ **CIVIL WAR TAILS: 8,000 Cat Soldiers Tell the Panoramic Story** By Ruth & Rebecca Brown. The Brown twin sisters have built historial dioramas to tell the story of the Civil War with an unexpected twist. The thousands of Union and Confederate soldiers depicted in the battles and scenes are cats! Little Round Top, Pickett’s Charge, Andersonville come to life in this fun, fanciful, solidly researched and highly visual representation of the War. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

*Item #6897673*

★ **AMERICAN CIVIL WAR** by E. Gries. This collection of original maps, in full color, highlights the war’s key military battles of the American Civil War. Each also provides dates, unit numbers, troop deployments, and movements of opposing forces as well as critical geographical information. Square One Publishers. 13¼x10¾. Spiralbound. Pub. at $28.95

*Item #6759833*

★ **WHERE THE WIND LEADS: A Memoir** By Vinh Chung with T. Dowis. Born in South Vietnam just eight months before it fell to communists in 1975, Chung’s family went from a wealthy rice-milling empire to living in abject poverty. His harrowing account chronicles his remarkable journey, from fleeing into the pirate-infested waters of the South China Sea to finding a new home in the unlikely town of Fort Smith, Arkansas. 16 pages of photos, most color.

*Item #5840783*
### Vietnam War

- **VIET CONG: A Photographic Portrait** by Edward J. Emerson. Unique compilation of photographs taken by the Viet Cong themselves, details Viet Cong guerrillas, main force Viet Cong, political gatherings, weapons, awards, artistic tropes, and jungle life. 200 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $39.95. Item #6992986. $18.95

### World War I & World War II

#### DVD

- **WWI– THE WAR TO END ALL WARS: Collector’s Edition Fullscreen**. Presents a unique, 10-part, comprehensive look at the war that shaped the 20th century. Through rare, actual battle footage and rare veteran interviews, this collector’s edition takes you from the assassination of the Austrian Arch Duke in 1914, to the final desperate battles of 1918. Over 7 hours on 3 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98. Item #6666251. $4.95

#### FIRST WORLD WARRIORS

- **FIRST WORLD WORLDS TRENCHES** by Andrew Robertshaw. Jam-packed with facts and firsthand accounts of the action, all woven together in an accessible way by an expert in the field, this handy little history resource guide offers a concise primer on WWI’s most brutal and taxing form of warfare. 128 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. Item #5875584. $9.95

- **EUROPE IN FLAMES: Understanding WWII** Ed. by Harold J. Goldberg. The European theater of World War II bore witness to an intense struggle between the Axis and the Allies for control of a continent and the fate of the world. This volume chronicles this epic conflict in the words of its participants: the leaders, the soldiers, and the men, women and children who fell under the murderous boot of Nazi occupation. Photos. 321 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95. Item #6931073. $5.95

- **GERMAN TRENCH MORTARS AND INFANTRY MORTARS 1914-1945** by Wolfgang Fleischer. Shown here in great photographic detail are the various mortars used by the German infantry during World Wars I and II. 48 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. Item #5875559. $2.95


- **STALIN ORGANS: Russian Rocket Launchers** by Michael Fleisch. Provides a photographic survey of one of the most famous weapons of World War II, the “kabushka,” a multiple rocket launcher used by the Red Army and nicknamed “Stalin Organ” by the Germans. 49 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. Item #6899991. $4.95

- **JUDY: The Unforgettable Story of the Dog Who Went to War and Became a True Hero** By Damien Lewis. Whether she was dragging men to safety from the wreckage of a torpedoed ship or scavenging for food to help feed the starving inmates of Japanese POW camps, Judy was adored by the Allied servicemen who fought alongside her. Her incredible story, along with her deep connection with Frank Williams, is brought to life here. 205 pages. Quercus. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. Item #5960630. $5.95

- **CAPTURED AMERICAN & BRITISH TANKS UNDER THE GERMAN FLAG** by Werner Regenberg. Covers the diverse amounts of American and British tanks that the Germans used in service during World War II. Fully illus. 48 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. Item #5875351. $4.95

- **TARGET: Italy– The Secret War Against Mussolini, 1940-1943** By Roderick Bailey. The history of the efforts of Britain’s Special Operations Executive to strike at fascist Italy in the Second World War and sever its alliance with Nazi Germany. Drawing on declassified documents, it reveals missions as remarkable as a plot to assassinate Mussolini and plans to arm the Mafia. Photos. 454 pages. Faber & Faber. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. Item #7891159. $5.95

- **GERMAN 20MM FLAK IN WORLD WAR II, 1935-1945** By Werner Muller. Includes all variations on the 20mm FLAK anti-aircraft gun, including towed versions, and self-propelled as used by all arms of Wehrmacht. Fully illus. 48 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. Item #5875487. $4.95

- **THE REAL TENKO: Extraordinary True Stories of Women Prisoners of the Japanese** By Mark Felton. The mistreatment and captivity of women by the Japanese is a little known and poorly documented aspect of WWII. Here, the author redresses this omission with a well researched yet necessarily gruesome account of the plight of Allied service women, female civilians and local women in Japanese hands. Photos. 168 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. Item #4328981. $16.95
Histoire & Collections. 9x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95

Specialized armor used in this pivotal campaign. 176 pages.

Item #674236X

$16.95

THE WORLD WAR II STORY by Chris McNab. A concise account of the greatest armed struggle in history, a conflict that eclipsed everything-industry, technology, the economy and home life-and transformed the lives of an entire generation of men and women. Well illus. 128 pages. History Press. Pub. at $17.95

Item #6662978

$2.95

NOTES FROM THE BLOCKADE by Lydia Ginzburg. Ginzburg, using her own notes and sketches, along with conversations and impressions collected over the years, distills the collective experience of life during the 900-day siege of Leningrad. Through painful depictions of the harrowing conditions of that period, she created a paean to the dignity, vitality and resilience of the human spirit. 218 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

Item #6811948

$2.95

SUMMER OF ’42: A Study of German-Armenian Relations During the Second World War by Levin Thomassian. Despite the overwhelming contributions made by the Armenians to the Allied war effort, it is widely unknown that at least 18,000 served under the Third Reich. Largely based on archival research, this volume explores a complex web of factors behind the genocide. Illus. 216 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $29.99

Item #6790046

$11.95

OPERATION BIG: The Race to Stop Hitler’s A-Bomb by Colin Brown. Amid the chaos of the disintegrating Third Reich, ten German nuclear physicists, captured in Operation Big by the British, claim they could have developed A-bombs for the Nazis, but did not “for the greater good of mankind.” But were these men captured not to stop Hitler, but to stop Stalin? Brown reveals the extraordinary truth surrounding Hitler’s atomic bomb. 16 pages of photos, some color. 288 pages. Amberley. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

Item #6802731

$18.95


Item #6638937

$11.95

FIGHTING FIT 1939 Ed. by Adam Culling. The Second World War prompted the recruitment and training of British soldiers. Physical training, sports, recreational games, and bayonet fighting training all fell under the instruction of the Army Gymnastic Staff. Here is a collection of training and equipment manuals, books, and photographs that kept the British soldier fit. 318 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $16.00

Item #1868950

$4.95

THE GREAT WAR FOR PEACE by William Mulligan. Refuting the popular interpretation that WWII attuned the world to large-scale slaughter, this provocative study instead argues that the first two decades of the 20th century—and Great War in particular—played an essential part in the construction of a peaceful new order on a global scale. Illus. 443 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00

Item #6681146

$12.95

ALLIED INTELLIGENCE HANDBOOK TO THE GERMAN ARMY 1939-45 by Stephen Bull. Uses original documents drawn from the British War Office and American War Department to explain exactly what the Allied troops knew about their enemy, from the tactics they employed to their weapons and uniforms. Illus. 192 pages. Conway. Pub. at $15.00

Item #685626X

$11.95

GERMAN EARLY ARMORED FIGHTING VEHICLES by George Bradford. A detailed volume examining the vehicles, their development of several variants of the flail, anti-mine flail was a cumbersome and almost comical machine, yet was to play a notable part in WWII mine clearing operations. The author details the development of several variants of the flail, including Matildas, Valentines, Grants, and, of course, Shermans. Well illus., some in color. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

Item #6708005

$9.95

WORLD WAR I: The American Soldier Experience by Jennifer D. Keene. Explores the daily lives of the men and women who served the United States in the Great War. Relying extensively on letters, diaries, and reminiscences of those Americans who fought or served in WWI, Keene covers everything from training camps, coping with and treating disease and wounds, and the difficult re-entry into the war. Photos. 217 pages. Noon. Paperbound.

Item #2816407

$18.95

SHERMAN CRAB FLAIL TANK: New Vanguard 139 By David Fletcher. The anti-mine flail was a cumbersome and almost comical machine, yet was to play a notable part in WWII mine clearing operations. The author details the development of several variants of the flail, including Matildas, Valentines, Grants, and, of course, Shermans. Well illus., some in color. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

Item #6708005

$9.95

ARMAGEDDON’S WALLS: British Pill Boxes 1914-1918 By Peter Oldham. The British Army and her Commonwealth Allies went to war in 1914 with little knowledge and experience of constructing permanent, shell-proof structures. Oldham gives the history and development of innovation of concrete bunkers, pill boxes, blockhouses and general concrete constructions during the First World War. Well illus. 266 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $30.00

Item #541074

$11.95

TANKS OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR By Thomas Anderson. Lists all the important tanks used in the Second World War, both by the Allied and Axis Powers, and offers an in-depth volume detailing the vehicles, their use in battle and relevant technical specifications. Illus. 220 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

Item #6558550

$24.95

ONE DAY IN FRANCE: Tragedy and Betrayal in an Occupied Village By Jean-Marie Borzeix. In April of 1944, German soldiers in rural France shot four peasants as an example to the resistance fighters they were hunting down. Borzeix investigates the events and reveals the hidden truths behind the incident. He unravels a trail which leads him to the Paris, Israel, and into the darkest corners of the Holocaust in France. Photos. 165 pages. I.B. Tauris. Pub. at $25.00

Item #377876X

$17.95

THE GREAT WAR FOR PEACE by William Mulligan. Refuting the popular interpretation that WWII attuned the world to large-scale slaughter, this provocative study instead argues that the first two decades of the 20th century—and Great War in particular—played an essential part in the construction of a peaceful new order on a global scale. Illus. 443 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00

Item #6681146

$12.95

ALLIED INTELLIGENCE HANDBOOK TO THE GERMAN ARMY 1939-45 by Stephen Bull. Uses original documents drawn from the British War Office and American War Department to explain exactly what the Allied troops knew about their enemy, from the tactics they employed to their weapons and uniforms. Illus. 192 pages. Conway. Pub. at $15.00

Item #685626X

$11.95

GERMAN EARLY ARMORED FIGHTING VEHICLES by George Bradford. A detailed volume examining the vehicles, their development of several variants of the flail, anti-mine flail was a cumbersome and almost comical machine, yet was to play a notable part in WWII mine clearing operations. The author details the development of several variants of the flail, including Matildas, Valentines, Grants, and, of course, Shermans. Well illus., some in color. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

Item #6708005

$9.95

WORLD WAR I: The American Soldier Experience by Jennifer D. Keene. Explores the daily lives of the men and women who served the United States in the Great War. Relying extensively on letters, diaries, and reminiscences of those Americans who fought or served in WWI, Keene covers everything from training camps, coping with and treating disease and wounds, and the difficult re-entry into the war. Photos. 217 pages. Noon. Paperbound.

Item #2816407

$18.95

SHERMAN CRAB FLAIL TANK: New Vanguard 139 By David Fletcher. The anti-mine flail was a cumbersome and almost comical machine, yet was to play a notable part in WWII mine clearing operations. The author details the development of several variants of the flail, including Matildas, Valentines, Grants, and, of course, Shermans. Well illus., some in color. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

Item #6708005

$9.95

ARMAGEDDON’S WALLS: British Pill Boxes 1914-1918 By Peter Oldham. The British Army and her Commonwealth Allies went to war in 1914 with little knowledge and experience of constructing permanent, shell-proof structures. Oldham gives the history and development of innovation of concrete bunkers, pill boxes, blockhouses and general concrete constructions during the First World War. Well illus. 266 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $30.00

Item #541074

$11.95

TANKS OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR By Thomas Anderson. Lists all the important tanks used in the Second World War, both by the Allied and Axis Powers, and offers an in-depth volume detailing the vehicles, their use in battle and relevant technical specifications. Illus. 220 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

Item #6558550

$24.95

ONE DAY IN FRANCE: Tragedy and Betrayal in an Occupied Village By Jean-Marie Borzeix. In April of 1944, German soldiers in rural France shot four peasants as an example to the resistance fighters they were hunting down. Borzeix investigates the events and reveals the hidden truths behind the incident. He unravels a trail which leads him to the Paris, Israel, and into the darkest corners of the Holocaust in France. Photos. 165 pages. I.B. Tauris. Pub. at $25.00

Item #377876X

$17.95
World War I & World War II

**VALENTINE INFANTRY TANK, 1918-45**
New Vanguard 233 By Bruce Oliver Newsome. Covering the 11 marks of the Valentine tank and all its derivatives, and researched from original primary sources, this superbly detailed technical history covers the design, development, and operation of arguably the most important British tank of World War Two. Well illus., some color. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00. Item #863973 $9.95

**COMBAT HISTORY OF THE PANZER-ABTEILUNG 103, SEPTEMBER 1943-AUGUST 1944**
By Norbert Szmeever. An exhaustive day-by-day account of the significant role played by the German tank unit Panzer-Abteilung 103 in Italy at a time when Italy pulled out of the war and the Allies landed at Salerno and during the fighting at the Anzio/Nettuno. Illus., some in color. 118 pages. Pkbo. 8½x12. Pub. at $44.95. Item #578620 $24.95

**BORN SURVIVORS: Three Young Mothers and Their Extraordinary Story of Courage, Defiance, and Hope**
By Wendy Holden. Follows three women whom have been separated from their husbands, and have a secret. They are all pregnant and scared. As Holocaust victims they are against all odds. Their stories are of hardships and miracles as they escape the clutches of Dr. Josef Mengele at Auschwitz. Illus. 383 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. Item #883760 $2.95

**THIRD REICH PROPAGANDA**
By Bob Carruthers. The Nazis regime was propelled to power by the new phenomenon of a cohesive mass media communication program which encompassed press, posters, radio, art, and film. This study explores that propaganda, offering an in-depth analysis of the surviving films, posters and magazines of the Third Reich. Illus. 134 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. Item #857967 $5.95

**THE ASSASSINATION OF REINHARD HEYDRICH**
By Callum MacDonald. Heydrich’s death on June 4, 1942 caused shockwaves throughout the Nazi leadership and provoked savage reprisals against civilians. Based on archive materials and interviews with members of the Special Operations Executive who trained the Czech assassins, this is the extraordinary account of the plot to kill the man many feared could be Hitler’s successor. 16 pages of photos. 292 pages. Birnlinn. Paperback. Item #876245X $6.95

**PANZER 38(T)**
By Horst Scheibert. This photographic volume covers the development and usage of the Panzerkampfwagen 38(t) during WWII. 48 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. Item #689008 $2.95

**CAPTURED ARMORED CARS AND OTHER VEHICLES IN WORLD WAR II**
By Werner Regenbogen. Covers in photographs the variety of British, French, American, Russian and other armored cars used by the Wehrmacht. 48 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. Item #822508 $2.95

**STURMGESCHUTZ 40: The Long Gun Versions**
By Horst Scheibert. A photographic work that covers the long gun versions of the armored fighting vehicles known as the Sturmgenschutz. 47 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. Item #689986 $4.95

**FORTRESS EUROPE: THE ATLANTIC WALL GUNS**
By Kai-Uwe and Michael Schum. This study covers the wide variety of large caliber artillery used by the German Wehrmacht along northern France during WWII. Also explained and diagrammed are the massive emplacements as well as ammunition and fire control devices. Well illus. 52 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. Item #821618 $4.95

**WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT OF THE GERMAN CAVALRY 1935-1945**
By Klaus Richter. An illustrated reference showing the German cavalry as used on all fronts throughout World War II. 49 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. Item #690008 $2.95

**MESSERSCHMITT ME 163 “KOMET” VOL. II**
This photographic volume covers the Messerschmitt Me 163. 48 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. Item #690036 $4.95

**THE ORPHEUS CLOCK: The Search for My Family’s Art Treasures Stolen by the Nazis**
By Simon Goodman. Shares the passionate, gripping true story of Goodman’s single-minded quest to reclaim what the Nazis stole from his family–their beloved art collection—and to restore their legacy. Photos, most in color. 353 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $28.00. Item #6596137 $2.95

**GERMAN HEAVY FIELD ARTILLERY 1934-1945**
By Joachim Engelmann. A photographic survey of the German heavy field artillery as used on all fronts and with a variety of sizes and capabilities. 48 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. Item #821685 $2.95

**HITLER’S FACE: The Biography of an Image**
By Claudia Schmolders. In this unique and compelling biographical history, Schmolders tracks the now infamous visage of Adolf Hitler, from his first arrival in Munich as a nattily dressed young man to his end in a Berlin bunker, demonstrating how historical German beliefs and ideals impacted the image’s veneration in WWII Germany. Photos. 188 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. Item #6951619 $16.95

**PANZER II**
By Horst Scheibert. This photographic survey covers the use and design of the German Panzer II armored fighting vehicle. 48 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. Item #682160 $2.95

**GERMAN ANTI-TANK GUNS, 1935-1945**
By Werner Haupt. Covers the anti-tank weapons used during World War Two, in particular the 37mm PaK, the 50mm PaK, and the 88mm PaK. Includes detailed drawings of the weapons as well as the guns in use. 48 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. Item #6900372 $4.95

**MESSERSCHMITT ME 262, VOL. II: The World’s First Turbojet Fighter By Manfred Grieh**
A photographic history on the Me 262 with emphasis on the units that flew it. 48 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. Item #6900372 $4.95

**STURMGESCHUTZ, VOL. 1: Germany’s WWII Assault Gun (StuG)**
By Dave Doyle. Chronicles the design, development, and deployment of the final three of nine variants of this famed and feared weapon. Includes comprehensive tables that reveal the details of performance, as well as technical specifications of each variant. This volume covers the Ausf. A through F/8 variants. Fully illus. 128 pages. Schiffer. Item #821685 $16.95

**THE MAN WHO DIDN’T SHOOT HITLER: The Story of Henry Tandey VC and Adolf Hitler, 1918**
By David Johnson. Tells the story of two allegedly intertwined men—one was WWII British private Henry Tandey, the other was future dictator Adolf Hitler. It seems unlikely their fates should collide, yet in 1938 Hitler named Tandey as the soldier who spared his life–news that shocked even Tandey himself. Photos. 108 pages. Hyperion Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. Item #868772 $4.95
**Hitler & the Nazis**

**HUMAN GAME: The True Story of the “Great Escape” Murders and the Hunt for the Gestapo Gunmen** By Simon Read. In March and April of 1944, Gestapo gunmen killed fifty British POWs following the famous Great Escape from the Stalag Luft III. This was a brutal act and a blatant defiance of international law and the Geneva Convention. Here lies the true story of the men who hunted down the POW murderers. 330 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**Item #1904302** $4.95

**GERMAN GLIDERS IN WORLD WAR II** By Heinz J. Nowarra. A photographic survey of the uses of German gliders as personnel, assault and equipment transport. 48 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**Item #6821669** $4.95

**THE DEATH OF DEMOCRACY: Hitler’s Rise to Power and the Downfall of the Weimar Republic** By Benjamin Carter Heit. A riveting account of how the Nazi Party came to power and how the failings of the Weimar Republic and the shortsightedness of German politicians allowed it to happen. The author offers a powerful lesson for today, when democracy once again finds itself embattled and the siren song of strongmen sounds even louder. Photos. 280 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00

**Item #6865283** $21.95


**Item #6609980** $9.95

**SS OFFICERS LIST: Assignments and Decorations of the Senior SS Officer Corps** Lists the hundreds of officers in the SS, detailing their post at that time during the war listing significant awards. Also includes their ranks and most recent promotion dates, as well as state, police, and NSDAP posts. Photos. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**Item #6724833** $8.95

**GERMAN ANTI-PARTISAN WARFARE IN EUROPE 1939-1945** By Colin Heaton. Examines the actions undertaken by the armed forces of National Socialist Germany in countering the escalating partisan and guerrilla threats to occupational forces in Europe during WWII, as well as the rise of the underground movement against Nazi oppression. Photos & maps. 444 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $29.95

**Item #6909779** $14.95

**PRIVATE H ITLER’S W AR 1914-1918** By Bob Carruthers. In 1932, before he came to power, Hitler went to a neutral court to protect his Great War service record—and won. Carruthers reveals the full unfurnished truth concerning Adolf Hitler’s service in the Great War and draws some unexpected and startling conclusions. 16 pages of photos. 126 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $24.95

**Item #6722059** $5.95

**THE REICH REICH BRAVERY AND MERIT DECORATION FOR EASTERN PEOPLES** By Rolf Michaelis. Offers a rare look at a little known Third Reich badge awarded to volunteers from the occupied eastern territories who served in various German formations. Collects very rare examples of actual badges, plus award documents and soldbuchs, all bolstered by never before seen photographs. Schiffer. Pub. at $19.99

**Item #6835086** $9.95

**T WILIGHT OF THE GODS** By David Stone. A masterful account of the increasingly fractured relationship between Hitler and the German general staff between 1935 and the end of the war. The tensions and challenges culminated in unsuccessful attempts to both assassinate Hitler and wrest control of Germany from the Nazis. This attempts sealed the fate of the general staff as both Hitler and Himmler exacted savage reprisals. Photos. 424 pages. Conway.

**Item #6732069** $9.95

**GUN IN EISEN: The Story of Field Marshal Erwin Rommel** By Richard Travers. An authoritative, fascinating history of the life and times of Field Marshal Erwin Rommel, the German general who played such a pivotal role in the history of WWII. Biography, photographs, maps, tank profiles, and full bibliography. 444 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $29.95

**Item #6822388** $16.95

**THE BLACK BOOK** By M.J. Trow. In July 1940, Walter Schellenberg of the German Secret Service drew up a list of 2,694 people believed to be living in Britain, who where known enemies of the Reich and the shortsightedness of German politicians allowed it to happen. The author offers a powerful lesson for today, when democracy once again finds itself embattled and the siren song of strongmen sounds even louder. Photos. 280 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00

**Item #6834612** $17.95

**THE MODEL OCCUPATION: The Channel Islands Under German Rule 1940-45** By Madeleine Bunting. Though rarely remembered today, the Nazis occupied the British Channel Islands for much of WWII. In piecing together the fragments left behind—from the betrayals and black marketeering to the individual acts of resistance—Bunting has brought this uncomfortable episode of British history into full view with spellbinding clarity. 16 pages of photos. 360 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $28.95

**Item #6819491** $23.95

**The War in the Pacific 1941-45** By Taylor. The author brings to life Hitler’s rise to power and the Downfall of the Weimar Republic. A riveting account of how the Nazi Party came to power and how the failings of the Weimar Republic and the shortsightedness of German politicians allowed it to happen. The author offers a powerful lesson for today, when democracy once again finds itself embattled and the siren song of strongmen sounds even louder. Photos. 280 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00

**Item #6819040** $24.95

**ANATOMY OF MALICE: The Enigma of the Nazi War Criminals** By Joel E. Dimsdale. After WWII and the Nuremberg trials, psychiatrist Douglas Kelley and psychologist Gustave Gilbert used extensive interviews, IQ tests, and Rorschach inkblot tests to examine the psychology of Nazi leaders. This study looks anew at their findings, examining in detail four of the war criminals. Photos. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00

**Item #6861796** $7.95

**THE BLACK BOOK** By M.J. Trow. In July 1940, Walter Schellenberg of the German Secret Service drew up a list of 2,694 people believed to be living in Britain, who where known enemies of the Reich and the shortsightedness of German politicians allowed it to happen. The author offers a powerful lesson for today, when democracy once again finds itself embattled and the siren song of strongmen sounds even louder. Photos. 280 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00

**Item #6939147** $11.95

****
The fire that started on February 27th, 1933, has long been considered the catalyst of the Nazi movement. But are the Nazis actually responsible for the blazes? Using careful analysis of source material, Kellvette sheds fascinating new light on this long-ranging debate. Illus. 317 pages. History Press. Pub. at $29.95

THE CASE FOR AUSCHWITZ: Evidence from the Irving Trial By Robert Jan Van Pelt. Contains the painstaking historical scholarship that van Pelt prepared and his exhaustive forensic report that he submitted in defense of the Irving trial in the British High Court, in a libel suit brought by David Irving, who denied that Auschwitz actually contained gas chambers. Illus. 570 pages. Harvard University Press. Pub. at $34.00


IRINA’S CHILDREN: The Extraordinary Story of the Woman Who Saved 2,500 Children from the Warsaw Ghetto By Tilar J. Mazzeo. The incredible story of Irina Sendler, a young social worker granted access to the Warsaw ghetto as a public health specialist in 1942. With the help of the resistance, Irina ultimately smuggled thousands of children past the Nazis, keeping lists buried in bottles, with the names and identities of all the children. 16 pages of photos. 317 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

A GUEST AT THE SHOOTERS’ BANQUET: My Grandfather’s SS Past. My Jewish Family, a Search for the Truth By Rita Gabis. A history and family memoir built around dramatic interviews in four countries and filled with original scholarship. It documents “the Holocaust by bullets” with a remarkable quest as Gabis returns again and again to the country of her grandfather’s birth to learn all she can about the man she thought she knew. Photos. 435 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

THE PINK TRIANGLE: The Nazi War Against Homosexuals By Richard Plant. Revealing how the Nazi anti-homosexual campaign was conducted; the crankpot homophobic fantasies that fueled it; the men who made it possible; and the men who were its victims. Plant sheds light on a corner of contemporary history that has remained hidden in the shadows much too long. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

REBUILT FROM BROKEN GLASS: A German Jewish Life Remade in America By Fred Behrend with L. Hanover. The story of Behrend and his family who managed to flee Germany during the Holocaust. But their path led them first to Cuba before finally settling in the U.S. Photos. 153 pages. Purdue University. Pub. at $30.00

A PEDIGREE JEW By Safira Rapoport. The author sets out to piece together her mother Nechama Baruchson’s extraordinary journey from Kovno during WWII to Israel using archival evidence and first-hand testimony. In the process, we learn how the huge impact of the Holocaust shaped the experience of future generations of the Jewish people—contending with the shadow of collective trauma. Photos. 288 pages. Amberley. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

ECHOES OF TATTERED TONGUES: Memory Unfolded By John Z. Gutowski. Gutowski’s innovative narrative structure mirrors the fractured dislocation experienced by his family in WWll, when his parents were taken as slave laborers by the Germans and he and his siblings were placed in DP camps. Through a haunting collage of poems, prose, and prose poems, he unfolds the story backwards through time. Photos. 179 pages. Aquila Polonica. Pub. at $21.95

THREE MINUTES IN POLAND: Discovering a Lost World in a 1938 Family Film By Glenn Kurtz. When Kurtz stumbled upon a family film shot during a 1938 sight-seeing trip to Europe, he had no inkling of its historical significance. But after restoration of the footage, he realized how the grandchild captured the only known moving images of the Jewish community of Nasielsk, Poland, just one year before the Holocaust. 419 pages. FSG. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

THE ROAD TO DEATH: A Holocaus t Survivor’s Journey from Pain to Peace By Gerda Harwich Robinson. The author, a German survivor of WWll, shows that the tragedies of war don’t end when the last bomb drops or the last prisoner is freed; they continue in subtle but devastating ways. Robinson shares lessons learned at a chronic pain rehabilitation center that allowed her to begin healing. 249 pages.

THE INNER WAR: A German WWII Survivor’s Journey from Pain to Peace By Gerda Harwich Robinson. The author, a German survivor of WWll, shows that the tragedies of war don’t end when the last bomb drops or the last prisoner is freed; they continue in subtle but devastating ways. Robinson shares lessons learned at a chronic pain rehabilitation center that allowed her to begin healing. 249 pages.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#5872867</td>
<td>THE LOVE-CHARM OF BOMBS: Restless Lives in the Second World War by Lara Feigel</td>
<td>HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5808468</td>
<td>TIN HATS &amp; RICE: A Diary of Life as a Hong Kong Prisoner of War, 1941-1945 by Anslow</td>
<td>Blacksmith. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6575900</td>
<td>BOMBER BOYS by Mel Rolle</td>
<td>Bounty Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6955975</td>
<td>MEMOIRS OF A WARTIME INTERPRETER: From the Battle for Moscow to Hitler’s Bunker by Yelena Rzhnevskaya</td>
<td>Greenhill. Pub. at $32.95</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#587498X</td>
<td>AN AMERICAN ON THE WESTERN FRONT: The First World War Letters of Arthur Clifford Kimber, 1917-18 by P. Gregory &amp; E. Nurser</td>
<td>Belknap. Pub. at $35.00</td>
<td>$27.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WWI & WW II Diaries & Memoirs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#5764920</td>
<td>SURVIVOR OF THE LONG MARCH: Five Years as a POW 1940-1945 by Charles Waite with D. La Vardera</td>
<td>History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5848874</td>
<td>ALICIA: My Story by Alicia Appleman-Jurman</td>
<td>Bantam. Pub. at $7.99</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5675900</td>
<td>BOMBER BOYS by Mel Rolle</td>
<td>Bounty Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6574266</td>
<td>THE EVIL THAT SURROUNDS US: The WWI Memoir of Erna Becker-Kohen ed. by K.P. Spicer &amp; M. Cucchiara</td>
<td>Pen &amp; Sword. Pub. at $34.95</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3606565</td>
<td>PARIS AT WAR, 1939-1944 by David Drake</td>
<td>Belknap. Pub. at $35.00</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5774440</td>
<td>VE DAY: A Day to Remember by C. Cabell &amp; A. Richards</td>
<td>Pen &amp; Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**WW I & WW II Diaries & Memoirs**

**THE FIERCE LIGHT** Ed. by Anne Powell. A selection of prose and poetry from 38 contemporary British, Australian, and New Zealand writers who fought during the Battle of the Somme. Men from different backgrounds tell their terrible stories in powerful and vivid language, depicting the horrendous bloodshed and destruction they experienced. 310 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 Item #5901596 $6.95

**THE TRIGGER: Hunting the Assassin Who Brought the World to War** By Tim Butcher. On a summer in Sarajevo a hundred years ago, a teenager named Gavrilo Princip took a pistol out of his pocket and fired not only the opening rounds of WWI but the starting gun for modern history. This is the story of a young man who changed the world forever. It focuses on the drama of the incident itself by following Princip’s journey. Photos. 264 pages. Grove. Pub. at $26.00 Item #2714892 $4.95

**SECRET NAVAL INVESTIGATOR: The Battle Against Hitler’s Secret Underwater Weapons** By F. Ashe Lincoln. On the outbreak of war, Ashe Lincoln soon found himself pitting his wits against brilliantly skilled German scientists and technicians. A naval officer who combined legal training with a specialist knowledge in this particular aspect of naval warfare, Lincoln became a key figure in a small group in the Admiralty whose exploits have been almost forgotten. Photos. 162 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $34.95 Item #6931178 $27.95

---

**WW I & WW II Battles & Campaigns**

**FIRST WORLD WAR GREAT BATTLES** By Scott Addington. How much can you really learn about the Great Battles of the First World War in five minutes? Find out with this handy little history guide, jam-packed with facts, stats, and firsthand accounts of the action. 128 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 Item #6333537 $3.95

**BATTLE OF THE BULGE: Hitler’s Alternate Scenarios** Ed. by Peter G. Bouras. Presents alternate outcomes of the war if the results of the Battle of the Bulge were different and how it could have dramatically changed history. What if the Germans successfully prevented Patton from riding to the rescue at Bastogne, or if the Red Army was able to overrun Berlin and drive on to the Rhine? 16 pages of photos. 256 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 Item #6734896 $4.95

**DUNKIRK** By Joshua Levine. Discover the epic true WWII story that inspired the film. At once a stunning defeat and a major victory, the Battle of Dunkirk was a race against time, pushed back by Nazi forces, more than 300,000 Allied soldiers were daringly evacuated across the English Channel. Includes photos from the film’s production. 354 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 Item #6901085 $4.95

**COUNTDOWN TO PEARL HARBOR: The Twelve Days to the Attack** By Steve Twomey. There were false assumptions and racist ones, misunderstandings, inighting, and ego clashes. Through remarkable characters and impeccable detail, Twomey shows how careless decisions and blinkered views gave birth to colossal failure. But he tells the story with compassion and a wise understanding. Photos. 365 pages. S&S. Pub. at $17.95 Item #5729742 $5.95

**KOHIMA 1944: Battle Story** By Chris Brown. Contains detailed profiles of the leaders, tactics and equipment of this epic battle, and maps of the movements of the opposing forces as the battle unfolded. This short introduction is the perfect way to explore this important battle. Well illus. 156 pages. Spellmount. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 Item #6853528 $16.95

**POINTE DU HOC 1944: Battleground Normandy** By Tim Saunders. The attack by Rudder’s Rangers on Pointe du Hoc, as one of the opening acts of D Day, is without a doubt an epic of military history. Describes events that lead up to and during D Day. This well written and highly illustrated guide, not only brings the battlefield alive for visitors, but informs readers at home. 234 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $19.95 Item #6930581 $14.95

**ATTACK ON YAMAMOTO, 50TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION** By Carroll V. Giles. The story of the successful American mission to shoot Japan’s greatest admiral out of the sky. Yamamoto, the mastermind of the Pearl Harbor attack, was revered by his people, and his elimination was a terrible blow to Japanese morale. Photos. 240 pages. Schiffer. Item #6938570 $9.95

**ARnhem 1944: Battle Story** By Chris Brown. Discusses the battle of Arnhem, which has acquired a near-legendary status in British military history as an audacious plan to land paratroopers into the Netherlands and spearhead an attack against the German-held Rhine, that ended in disaster. Photos. 159 pages. Spellmount. Paperback. Item #5729721 $5.95

**THE SIDESHOWS: VCs of the First World War** By Gerald Gliddon. Features the lives and careers of 46 servicemen who won the coveted Victoria Cross in theaters of war—or “Sideshows”, as they became known—beyond the Western Front and Gallipoli. Each VC winner’s act of bravery is recorded in intricate detail, together with their background and the survivors’ lives after the war. Illus. 368 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 Item #6995668 $5.95

**BERMAN SOLDIER VERSUS SOVIET SOLDIER—STALINGRAD 1942-43: Combat 28** By Chris McNab. Explores the tactics and weaponry employed by Germany and the Soviet Union in Stalingrad during the summer months of October and November 1942, at a crucial tipping point in World War II. Well illus., some in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 Item #6733286 $14.95

**FIGHTING FOR MACARTHUR: The Navy and Marine Corps’ Desperate Defense of the Philippines** By John Gordon. Drawing on a rich collection of both U.S. and recently discovered Japanese sources as well as official records and wartime diaries, Gordon chronicles the Americas’ desperate defense of the besieged islands. He also examines why the Navy’s relationship with General Douglas MacArthur became strained during this period—and remained so for the rest of the war. Photos & maps. 370 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 Item #6593011 $17.95

**FROM MOSCOW TO STALINGRAD: The Eastern Front, 1941-1942** By Yves Buffetaut. Features over 100 photographs of the tanks, trucks, aircraft, and weaponry used by both sides in the battle, alongside detailed maps outlining the constantly changing strategies of the armies as events unfolded. 128 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 Item #6938570 $17.95

**MONTE CASSINO: Armoured Forces in the Battle for the Gustav Line** By Jeffrey Plowman. Using almost 200 wartime images, Plowman gives a graphic impression of the realities of the fighting as it was experienced by troops on the ground in Italy. He focuses on the tanks, which played a critical role in the campaign. 165 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 Item #2881136 $17.95

**SECOND FRONT: The Allied Invasion of France, 1942-1943-An Alternative History** By Alexander M. Grace, Sr. One of the great arguments of WWII took place among Allied military leaders in 1942 over when and where to launch a second front against Germany in Europe. This realistic, fact-based work offers a fascinating glimpse into what would have happened had Churchill’s Mediterranean strategy been overruled, and in the fall of 1942, the coast of southern France had been hit instead of North Africa. Photos. 274 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $29.95 Item #641973 $5.95
**WW I & WW II Battles & Campaigns**

**FINLAND AT WAR: The Winter War 1939-40** By Vesna Nenye et al.

The story of Winter War between Finland and Soviet Russia is a dramatic tale of David versus Goliath. Drawing on first-hand accounts and rare, original documents, the volume also reveals the incredible story of the iron determination and utter mastery of winter warfare that characterized Finland’s fight for survival on the hellish Eastern Front. Well illus. 304 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $34.95

Item #5633685

$24.95

**ST LO 1944: Campaign 308** By Steven J. Zaloga. Focusing on the savage close-quarters fighting between Germany’s armored division and the U.S. division fighting the Battle of the Bulge, this absorbing study compares and assesses the strengths and limitations of the cutting-edge technology used on both sides. Well illus., some color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00

Item #6599001

$13.95

**LAWRENCE OF ARABIA’S WAR** By Neil Faulkner. Compiles a wealth of new research that supports a groundbreaking account of the Arab Revolt and the Palestine campaign during World War I. Faulkner provides a fresh perspective into T.E. Lawrence’s peculiar genius, the collision of tradition with modernity, and the beginnings of the insurgencies that today inflame the Middle East. 20 pages of photos. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00

Item #5661950

$22.95

**Bazooka VS Panzer-Battle of the Bulge 1944: Duel 77** By Steven J. Zaloga. Focusing on the savage close-quarters fighting between Germany’s armored division and the U.S. division fighting the Battle of the Bulge, this absorbing study compares and assesses the strengths and limitations of the cutting-edge technology used on both sides. Well illus., some color. 276 pages. Aurum. Pub. at $20.00

Item #5860113

$14.95

**Night Raid** By Taylor Downing. When British aerial reconnaissance uncovered what appeared to be Hitler’s cutting-edge warning system, a new breed of soldier was sent in to capture the German technology, dismantle it and bring it home. Drawing on a wide range of contemporary sources, this gripping account of the first mission mounted by the parachute Regiment, Britain’s first paratroopers, 16 pages of photos. 405 pages. Abacus. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

Item #5859057

$11.95

---

**WW I & WW II Battles & Campaigns**

**LEIBSTANDARTE: Ardennes 1944** By Steven Smith. Part of a series that reconstructs battles and operations by juxtaposing contemporary and modern photography, linking monuments and relics with the events they evoke. This entry covers the 1st SS Panzer Division Leibstandarte, the spearhead of the assault on the northern flank of the German Ardennes offensive. 64 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

Item #6733964

$12.95

**Operation Basalt: The British Raid on Sark and Hitler’s Commando Order** By Eric Lee. Drawing on extensive archival research and interviews with survivors of the period, Lee has written the definitive account of the raid on the tiny Channel Island of Sark, putting it into the context of the German occupation of the Channel Islands during WWII. Photos. 224 pages. History Press. Pub. at $17.95

Item #6846777

$13.95

**German Infantryman Versus British Infantryman—France 1940: Combat 14** By David Greenstreet. This study investigates the combat between the two adversaries at small-unit level, conveying the ferocity of the fighting on the front lines of the Battle of France in three key clashes at Arras, Calais, and Merville. Fully illus., some color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

Item #5670333

$13.95

**The Blitzed City: The Destruction of Coventry, 1940** By Karen Farrington. It’s an attack that remains notorious in WWII history: One wintry evening in November 1940, German bombers came in waves to lay waste to the British city of Coventry, leaving 368 dead, 850 injured and thousands homeless and hopeless. This captivating history gives a voice to those who survived. Photos. Pub. at $28.99

Item #5643417

**Price Cut to $5.95**

**DVD Remember Pearl Harbor: December 7, 1941**

The day that will live in infamy is explored in this evocative documentary program. From the pilots and sailors to the young children trying to grasp such a horrific event, these are the stories of the people who experienced one of America’s darkest days. Narrated by Tom Selleck. 84 minutes. TMW Media Group. 

Item #5886490

$7.95

**THE HINDENBURG LINE 1918: Campaign 315** By Alistair McCluskey. Examines and describes the actions leading up to the largest ever combined offensive on the Western Front of WWI. The impact of the defeat of the Hindenburg Line, led by Haig, had a shattering effect on the Germans. Unhindered at the end of the war it has remained Haig’s forgotten triumph. Wel ll illus. 90 pages. Osprey Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00

Item #6733552

$17.95

**South Pacific Cauldron: World War II’s Great Forgotten Battlegrounds** By Alan Rems. Offers one of the first complete histories of all operations in the South Pacific, an area of fighting that with few exceptions, has been remarkably neglected. Photos & maps. 284 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

Item #5893194

$17.95

**The Battle for the Magnetot, 1940: The French Perspective** By Clayton Donnell. Graphic account of this historic battle, with firsthand descriptions from French soldiers of the defense of the line against German attacks. Donnell reassesses the impact of the line on strategy and tactics; covers the failed Italian attack in the Alps; and describes the German use of the line to hold up the advance of the Americans. Illus. 282 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95

Item #6804322

$19.95

**Verdun: The Lost Bank** By Christina Holstein. An in-depth examination of the flank battle on the left (west) bank of the River Meuse during the siege of Verdun in 1916. The observatories of French gunners on the Left Bank effectively delayed the Germans for three months until they finally hal t the advance in the longest battle of the First World War. Well illus. 190 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $24.95

Item #4631544

$17.95

**Divided on D-Day: How Conflicts and Rivalries Jeopardized the Allied Victory at Normandy** By E.E. Gordon & D. Ramsay. Examines the conflicting eg os, national rivalties and abilities of the principal D-Day commanders who planned and executed the Overlord operation and its aftermath. This new examination of the war in Europe makes a major contribution to our understanding of the decision making behind these pivotal events. Maps. 429 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $26.00

Item #6711006

$13.95

---

**WW I & WW II Battles & Campaigns**

**The Surrender of Singapore: Three Years of Hell 1942-45** By Stephen Wynn. Tells the fascinating and largely forgotten story of the fall of Singapore to the Japanese. Wynn describes how it happened, and relates the story of the Chinese civilians and Commonwealth soldiers who were murdered at their hands; including the infamous Burma Railway death march, as the island from 1942 to the end of the war. 16 pages of photos. 212 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $23.95

Item #5893240

$24.95

**CambiRai 1917-19: Of the First World War** By Gerald Gilddon. Featuring the careers of 48 men, Gilddon tells the story of the battle of Cambrai—the Allied attempt to break through the German Hindenburg Line and capture the strategically vital positions of Cambrai and Bouron Ridge. Contains biographies of a broad cross-section of Victoria’s Cross recipients. Illus. 286 pages. History Press. Paperbound.

Item #5895625

$5.95

**VerDun 1916: Battle Story** By Chris McIab. The Battle of Verdun was the longest single battle during the First World War and one of the bloodiest in human history. Fought between the German and French armies from February to December, it claimed over one million casualties, with 300,000 killed. Well illus. 160 pages. Spellmount. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

Item #5732977

$5.95

**With Their Bare Hands: General Pershing, the 79th Division, and the Battle against Monmouth** By Gene Fax. Examines the tactics and decisions of their commander—in-chief, General John J. Pershing; the role of future Army Chief of Staff, Colonel George C. Marshall; and whether if it would have gone to plan, if the Monmouth battle could have shortened the war. 32 pages of photos. 496 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00

Item #5820349

$11.95

**Operation Market Garden 1944 September 1944** By Leo Marriott et al. This bold plan was unfortunately flawed and the execution imperfect, and the Germans were far from beaten. In spite of the audacious actions of the Paratroopers who would cover themselves with glory, Operation Market Garden showed that the German ground forces were still able to prevent the Allies with stiff opposition in the West, as this stunning survey shows. Fully illus., some in color. 192 pages. Casemate. Bk/x12. Pub. at $29.95

Item #5777399

$21.95

---
**WW I & WW II Battles & Campaigns**

**VITEBSK: The Fight and Destruction of the Third Panzer Army** By Otto Heidkammer. Written by a former member of the German army and hero published in English for the first time, this study provides valuable and historically significant information on the German army’s perspective for control of the strategically critical city of Vitebsk (in modern day Belarus). 176 pages.

Item #6755399 $24.95


Item #6752152 $17.95

**PASSCHENDAEL, THIRD EDITION: The Untold Story** By R. Prior & T. Wilson. Offers a complete account of the campaign at Passchendaele, establishing what actually occurred, what options were available, and who was responsible for devastation. This new edition includes a new preface dealing with the research completed since the first publication in 1996. 16 pages of photos. 237 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

Item #6686915 $4.95

**GALLIPOLI: VC’s of the First World War** By Stephen Shelling. The landings on the Gallipoli Peninsula in 1915 were the greatest amphibious operation of WWI. By the end of the campaign, casualties totalled 205,000. This account contains new material from recently released archives and tells the stories of the 39 men whose bravery on the battlefield was rewarded by the Victoria Cross. Illus. 274 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

Item #5985633 $5.95

**SINO-JAPANESE AIR WAR 1937-1945: The Longest Struggle** By Hakan Gustavsson. The longest conflict of the Second World War is also one of its most commonly overlooked. What began as Japanese aggression in July 1937 soon accelerated into full-scale war with the Chinese Kuomintang government, a fierce and costly standoff that comes to life in this comprehensive, engrossing account. 16 pages of photos. 208 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $40.00

Item #5666405 $24.95

---

**WW I & WW II Battles & Campaigns**

**OPERATION MARKET-GARDEN 1944** By Ken Ford. Detailing command strategies, tactics, and battle experiences, and including battle maps and historical photos, this is the story of the British and Polish airborne part of Operation Market-Garden, from the early planning through to the doomed attempt to take Arnhem itself. 96 pages. Osprey Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00

Item #560253 $17.95

**THE ROAD TO PASSCHENDAEL: The Heroic Year in Soldiers’ Own Words and Photographs** By Richard van Ermen. An acclaimed historian tells the story of 1917 and the battles of Arras, Messines and Third Ypres through the words of the men who fought and the photographs they took on their illegally held cameras. Some 170 of these images are in print for the first time, many annotated by the photographer’s own hand. 380 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

Item #6796923 $21.95


Item #6793703 $13.95

**LONDON 1917-18—THE BOMBER BLITZ: Campaign 227** By lan Castle. Details the command strategies, tactics and experiences of both sides throughout the Blitz of London, June 1917 through May 1918, and the defenses that were introduced providing sound foundations for the safeguards that protected the country during the Battle of Britain and the Blitz in WWII. Well illus., some in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

Item #6703564 $11.95

**THE ZEERUGGE RAID 1918: Voices from the Past** By Paul Kendall. Perhaps the most ambitious amphibious raid of WWII, the bitter fighting at Zeebrugge resulted in over 500 British casualties among the 1700 men who took part. Utilizing personal accounts and official reports, many of which have not been reproduced for almost 100 years, this account tells the full story of this audacious operation.

Photos. 314 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $44.95

Item #5756340 $14.95

**THE BATTLE OF THE SOMME: The Story of the Deadliest Battle in WWII** By Alan Axelrod. Fought during 1916, the Battle of the Somme was conceived by the French and British as a great offensive to be waged against Germany even as France poured incredible numbers of men into the slaughterhouse that was the desperate defense of Verdun. The modest advance the British made was but the prelude to additional slaughter. Photos. 283 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $27.95

Item #5794285 $21.95

**HITLER VERSUS STALIN—THE EASTERN FRONT 1943–1944: Images of War** By Nik Cornish. Records in vivid visual detail the sequence of Red Army offensives that pushed the Wehrmacht back across Russia after the failure of Operation Citadel, the German attack at Kursk. Previously unreleased photos capture the epic scale of the buildup, as well as the enormous cost of the battle itself. 180 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

Item #6651389 $17.95

**OPERATION MARKET-GARDEN 1944: 2—THE BRITISH AIRBORNE MISSIONS** Campaign 301 By Ken Ford. Detailingcommand strategies, tactics, and battle experiences, and including battle maps and historical photos, this is the story of the British and Polish airborne part of Operation Market-Garden, from the early planning through to the doomed attempt to take Arnhem itself. Osprey Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00

Item #6677645 $8.95

**THE BATTLE OF THE SOMME: The Story of the Deadliest Battle in WWII** By Alan Axelrod. Fought during 1916, the Battle of the Somme was conceived by the French and British as a great offensive to be waged against Germany even as France poured incredible numbers of men into the slaughterhouse that was the desperate defense of Verdun. The modest advance the British made was but the prelude to additional slaughter. Photos. 283 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $27.95

Item #5794285 $21.95

**SEVEN DAYS OF INFAMY: Pearl Harbor Across the World** By Nicholas Best. Best takes readers on an unprecedented journey through the days surrounding the attack, providing a snapshot of figures around the world—from Ernest Hemingway in Texas to Jack Kennedy playing touch football in Washington—while Mao Tse-tung trained his forces in Yenan and the Jews in Nazi-occupied Europe cheered as the U.S. entered the war. Photos. 318 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

Item #6770074 $9.95

**BAYERLEIN: After Action Reports of the Panzer Lehr Division Commander from D-Day to the Ruhr** Ed. by PA. Spayd & G. Wilkins. General Fritz Bayerlein, Commander of the Panzer Lehr Division, wrote twenty minutes after his release two years later. All of Bayerlein’s manuscripts are presented here. Illus. 214 pages. Biteback. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

Item #6720285 $7.95

**THE UNKNOWN COURIER: The True Story of Operation Mincemeat** By Ian Colvin. Offers thrilling insights into what turned out to be one of the most successful wartime deceptions ever attempted. Colvin’s lively account looks beyond the military machinations and considers the mysterious identity of the unknown courier. Who was this man who, after his own death, changed the course of WWII? Illus. 205 pages. Biteback. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

Item #6693741 $21.95

**CASSEL AND HAZEBROUCK 1940: France and Flanders Campaign** By Jerry Murland. This well written guide book not only brings the battlefields alive for visitors but informs readers at home. Read about the campaign, then follow well described walking tours to battlefields and other historical sites. Photos & maps. 168 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

Item #6678645 $9.95

**DAYS OF ADVERSITY: The Warsaw Uprising 1944** By Evan McGilvray. This work is a re-examination of the decisions regarding the 1944 Warsaw Uprising made by the leadership of the underground Polish Army (AK), as well as the questionable attitudes of senior Polish commanders in exile in London. 16 pages of photos. 165 pages. Helen & Hilton Gardiner. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

Item #5845572 $21.95
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**WW I & WW II Commanders & Units**

- **SS TOTENKOPF AT WAR: Images of Division** 142 pages. Item #675225X
  - $11.95

- **INSTRUMENT OF WAR: The German Army 1914-18** By Dennis Showalter. Drawing on more than a half-century of research, Showalter presents a fresh perspective on the German Army during WWI. In one authoritative study, he analyzes the military’s place in Germany’s society, the challenges of modernization, and advances in technology and tactics. 24 pages of photos. 304 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $30.00
  - $21.95

- **THE 101ST AIRBORNE IN NORMANDY, JUNE 1944** By Yves Buffetaut with Y. Marliere. With profiles of the key figures, and tanks, maps and over 100 images, this volume brings life to one of the best-known units to take part in the Normandy landings, June 6, 1944—D-Day. 128 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
  - $13.95

- **THE NORTH IRISH HORSE IN THE GREAT WAR** By Phillip Tardif. Sent to France, the North Irish Horse was the first British reservist to see action. This volume not only describes the Regiment’s actions by outlining dates and battle locations, but also will shed light on the lives of individual soldiers. A unique perspective on the Battle of Arras in the summer 1917, and the operation of the trench warfare machine. 377 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.25
  - $24.95

  - $11.95

**WW I & WW II Naval History**

- **NEPTUNE’S INFERNO: The U.S. Navy at Guadalcanal** By James D. Hornfischer. Working from interviews with survivors, unpublished accounts, and newly available documents, the author gives an epic and intimate account of the contest for control of the seaways of the Solomon islands. Here, in stunning detail, are the seven major naval actions that defined the conflict. 32 pages of photos. 516 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00
  - $5.95

- **THE TYPE II U-BOAT: Super Drawings in 3D** By Waldemar Gospalak. Presents a brief description of the German Type II coastal submarines along with their general characteristics. The text is accompanied by 190 renderings which show the external appearance of all four sub-types. Blueprints of the four sub-types in 1:144 scale are included on a separate sheet. 77 pages. Kagero. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95
  - $5.95

- **THE U-BOAT WAR IN THE ATLANTIC, VOLUME I, 1939-1941** Ed. by Bob Carruthers. This is the fascinating account, as told from the German perspective, of the Battle of the Atlantic, the longest running military campaign in World War Two. This work was originally compiled under the supervision of the U.S. Navy and the British Admiralty, by Fregattenkapitan Gunther Hessler. The first of three volumes. 243 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
  - $5.95

- **KRIEGSMARINE U-BOATS 1939-45 (2): New Vanguard 55** By Gordon Williamson. Charts the continuing development of the U-boat in German service, including the evolution of the Type IX as a long range “cruiser” intended for solo operations in distant waters. Also covered is the revolutionary Type XXI, conceived in 1942 and launched in 1944. The first true submarine rather than submersible, its arrival came too late to influence the war. Illus., some in color. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95
  - $12.95

- **JUTLAND: The Unfinished Battle** By Nicholas Jellicoe. More than one hundred years after the battle of Jutland, historians are still fighting this controversial and misunderstood battle. This comprehensive account retells the story of the battle from a British and German perspective based on the latest research and traces the bitter dispute that ensued in the years after the smoke of war had cleared. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 424 pages. Seaforth. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95
  - $21.95

- **PT 109** By Dick Kersey. Although small and vulnerable, PT boats were the fastest craft on the water during World War II. Kersey’s account of these fighters throws new light on their contributions to the war effort. As captain of PT 109, Kersey was in the same battle as John F. Kennedy when Kennedy’s PT 109 was rammed and sunk. Photos. 211 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95
  - $15.95

**WW I & WW II Commanders & Units**

- **TOMMIES: The British Army in the Trenches** By R. Ser ville & J. Saletter. What was it like for British soldiers at Mons, Menn Ridge, and the Somme? Find out with this accessible and informative short history, using firsthand accounts to explore what life was like in the “war to end all wars.” Illus. 156 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95
  - $9.95

- **THE 1ST FALLSCHIRMJAGER DIVISION IN WORLD WAR II, VOLUME ONE: Years of Attack** By Ben Christensen. The first two volumes dedicated to the German 1st Parachute Division following the recruitment and training of the Fallschirmjägers and their revolutionary vertical deployment in Scandinavia, Holland, Eben Emael, Corinith, and Crete. Well illus., some color.
  - $29.95

- **THE WELSH AT WAR: The Grinning War—The Somme and Arras** By Steven John. Records the gallant work of Welsh units and servicemen during the period between the arrival of the 38th (Welsh) Division in France during December 1915, until the aftermath of the battle of Arras in the summer 1917, and the build up to the Third Battle of Ypres. Illus. 311 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $50.00
  - $24.95

- **THE 1ST FALLSCHIRMJAGER DIVISION IN WORLD WAR II, VOLUME TWO: Years of Advance** By Ben Christensen. The first two volumes dedicated to the German 1st Parachute Division following the recruitment and training of the Fallschirmjägers and their revolutionary vertical deployment in Scandinavia, Holland, Eben Emael, Corinith, and Crete. Well illus., some color.
  - $29.95

- **OPERATION FALL WEISS: German Paratroopers in the Poland Campaign, 1939** By Stephan Janzky. The use of paratroopers had been planned for the invasion of Poland in 1939, in an act that began World War II. This account describes the role of the German paratroopers in the Polish campaign, using war diaries, maps, contemporary documents and photographs, including those from various private collections. 176 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.25
  - $24.95

- **THE WELSH AT WAR: The Grinning War—The Somme and Arras** By Steven John. Records the gallant work of Welsh units and servicemen during the period between the arrival of the 38th (Welsh) Division in France during December 1915, until the aftermath of the battle of Arras in the summer 1917, and the build up to the Third Battle of Ypres. Illus. 311 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $50.00
  - $24.95

- **THE WELSH AT WAR: The Grinning War—The Somme and Arras** By Steven John. Records the gallant work of Welsh units and servicemen during the period between the arrival of the 38th (Welsh) Division in France during December 1915, until the aftermath of the battle of Arras in the summer 1917, and the build up to the Third Battle of Ypres. Illus. 311 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $50.00
  - $24.95

- **THE WELSH AT WAR: The Grinning War—The Somme and Arras** By Steven John. Records the gallant work of Welsh units and servicemen during the period between the arrival of the 38th (Welsh) Division in France during December 1915, until the aftermath of the battle of Arras in the summer 1917, and the build up to the Third Battle of Ypres. Illus. 311 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $50.00
  - $24.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6818919</td>
<td>HE 162 VOLKSJAGER UNITS: Combat Aircraft 118</td>
<td>By Robert Forsyth. Using digitized and rarely seen historical photographs, this volume traces the entire history of this German aircraft, from its early production to its limited combat deployment in the last days of World War II. 256 pages.</td>
<td>Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6860156</td>
<td>DVD HUNTERS IN THE SKY: The Fighter Aces of World War II</td>
<td>Thirteen high-flying programs chart the greatest air battles of World War II. Fighter aces from all sides of the conflict provide vivid and graphic firsthand accounts of what it was like to soar into daring, dangerous aerial combat in Knights in the Sky; Defending the Realm; Tigers over China; Hell in the Pacific; Assault on Fortress Europe; Fall of the Third Reich: WWII; The Birth of Aerial Combat; and more. In Color and B&amp;W. Over 8 hours on six DVDs. Questar. Pub. at $49.99</td>
<td>Pegasus. DVD. Pub. at $23.00</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6778754</td>
<td>1940: The Second World War in the Air Photographs</td>
<td>By L. Orchard. Take to the skies with a fascinating collection of color and B&amp;W historical photos and artwork, all capturing the untold drama and devastation of WWII’s explosive aerial conflict. 128 pages.</td>
<td>Chartwell. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4907709</td>
<td>DVD RED STAR</td>
<td>By Peter Duffy. In 1940, with Nazi Germany on the march, William G. Sebold, a naturalized American of German birth, became the first double agent in the history of the FBI. Utilizing a wealth of original research, Duffy crafts the thrilling story, unveiling one of the most successful FBI counterespionage operations in U.S. history. Photos. 338 pages.</td>
<td>Structure. Pub. at $28.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6906873</td>
<td>THE DISASTROUS FALL AND TRiumphant RISE OF THE FLEET AIR ARM FROM 1912-1945</td>
<td>By Hank Adlam. This riveting critique takes the reader on a journey from the inception of the Fleet Air Arm during service in WWI, through the series of many disasters and successes that followed between the wars, and on into WWII and beyond. 32 pages of photos. 224 pages.</td>
<td>Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6906870</td>
<td>DVD AIR FRONT 3: Japan-Triumph &amp; Defeat ’41-’45</td>
<td>By Martin W. Bowman. Explores the roles of fighter and fighter bombers in the Nuclear Age. Bowman consolidates a range of firsthand accounts from the pilots themselves with a well-researched history of military aviation from the 1980s to today. Well illus., some in color. 256 pages.</td>
<td>Pegasus. DVD. Pub. at $24.99</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4908373</td>
<td>THE KAMIKAZE HUNTERS: Fighting for the Pacific, 1944</td>
<td>By Hank Adlam. In 1944, with Nazi Germany on the march, William G. Sebold, a naturalized American of German birth, became the first double agent in the history of the FBI. Utilizing a wealth of original research, Duffy crafts the thrilling story, unveiling one of the most successful FBI counterespionage operations in U.S. history. Photos. 338 pages.</td>
<td>Structure. Pub. at $28.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>673538X</td>
<td>JET COMBAT IN THE NUCLEAR AGE: Jet Fighter Campaigns–1980s to the Present</td>
<td>By Hank Adlam. In 1944, with Nazi Germany on the march, William G. Sebold, a naturalized American of German birth, became the first double agent in the history of the FBI. Utilizing a wealth of original research, Duffy crafts the thrilling story, unveiling one of the most successful FBI counterespionage operations in U.S. history. Photos. 338 pages.</td>
<td>Structure. Pub. at $28.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6822701</td>
<td>DVD FAMOUS FIGHTERS OF WORLD WAR II</td>
<td>By Hank Adlam. In 1944, with Nazi Germany on the march, William G. Sebold, a naturalized American of German birth, became the first double agent in the history of the FBI. Utilizing a wealth of original research, Duffy crafts the thrilling story, unveiling one of the most successful FBI counterespionage operations in U.S. history. Photos. 338 pages.</td>
<td>Structure. Pub. at $28.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4907708</td>
<td>DVD RED STAR</td>
<td>By Peter Duffy. In 1940, with Nazi Germany on the march, William G. Sebold, a naturalized American of German birth, became the first double agent in the history of the FBI. Utilizing a wealth of original research, Duffy crafts the thrilling story, unveiling one of the most successful FBI counterespionage operations in U.S. history. Photos. 338 pages.</td>
<td>Structure. Pub. at $28.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6822701</td>
<td>DVD FAMOUS FIGHTERS OF WORLD WAR II</td>
<td>By Hank Adlam. In 1944, with Nazi Germany on the march, William G. Sebold, a naturalized American of German birth, became the first double agent in the history of the FBI. Utilizing a wealth of original research, Duffy crafts the thrilling story, unveiling one of the most successful FBI counterespionage operations in U.S. history. Photos. 338 pages.</td>
<td>Structure. Pub. at $28.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6906870</td>
<td>DVD AIR FRONT 3: Japan-Triumph &amp; Defeat ’41-’45</td>
<td>By Martin W. Bowman. Explores the roles of fighter and fighter bombers in the Nuclear Age. Bowman consolidates a range of firsthand accounts from the pilots themselves with a well-researched history of military aviation from the 1980s to today. Well illus., some in color. 256 pages.</td>
<td>Pegasus. DVD. Pub. at $24.99</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6918919</td>
<td>HE 162 VOLKSJAGER UNITS: Combat Aircraft 118</td>
<td>By Robert Forsyth. Using digitized and rarely seen historical photographs, this volume traces the entire history of this German aircraft, from its early production to its limited combat deployment in the last days of World War II. 256 pages.</td>
<td>Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.00</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6810509</td>
<td>* HE 162 VOLKSJAGER UNITS: Combat Aircraft 118</td>
<td>By Robert Forsyth. Using digitized and rarely seen historical photographs, this volume traces the entire history of this German aircraft, from its early production to its limited combat deployment in the last days of World War II. 256 pages.</td>
<td>Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.00</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>673538X</td>
<td>JET COMBAT IN THE NUCLEAR AGE: Jet Fighter Campaigns–1980s to the Present</td>
<td>By Hank Adlam. In 1944, with Nazi Germany on the march, William G. Sebold, a naturalized American of German birth, became the first double agent in the history of the FBI. Utilizing a wealth of original research, Duffy crafts the thrilling story, unveiling one of the most successful FBI counterespionage operations in U.S. history. Photos. 338 pages.</td>
<td>Structure. Pub. at $28.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6822701</td>
<td>DVD FAMOUS FIGHTERS OF WORLD WAR II</td>
<td>By Hank Adlam. In 1944, with Nazi Germany on the march, William G. Sebold, a naturalized American of German birth, became the first double agent in the history of the FBI. Utilizing a wealth of original research, Duffy crafts the thrilling story, unveiling one of the most successful FBI counterespionage operations in U.S. history. Photos. 338 pages.</td>
<td>Structure. Pub. at $28.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>673538X</td>
<td>JET COMBAT IN THE NUCLEAR AGE: Jet Fighter Campaigns–1980s to the Present</td>
<td>By Hank Adlam. In 1944, with Nazi Germany on the march, William G. Sebold, a naturalized American of German birth, became the first double agent in the history of the FBI. Utilizing a wealth of original research, Duffy crafts the thrilling story, unveiling one of the most successful FBI counterespionage operations in U.S. history. Photos. 338 pages.</td>
<td>Structure. Pub. at $28.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ENDURING COURAGE: Ace Pilot Eddie Rickenbacker and the Dawn of the Age of Speed
By John F. Ross. Delivers the sensational true story of America’s greatest flying ace. At a time when two 20th-century innovations—the car and the airplane—bred a new type of American hero, the intrepid Eddie Rickenbacker was the embodiment of both: an innovator on the track, a skilled aerial dualist, and the founder of Eastern Air Lines. Illus. 375 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 Item #4626753 $4.95

LUFTWAFFE RUDDER MARKINGS 1936-1945
By K. Ries & E. Obermaier. Hundreds of period photographs provide a history of the Luftwaffe pilot’s use of “kills”: vertical bars painted on the empennage on both sides of the vertical stabilizer. 192 pages. Schiffer. 7½x10¼. Pub. at $29.95 Item #6633689 $7.95

★ DVD P-51 MUSTANG: Classic U.S. Combat Aircraft of WWII
Designed and built for Britain’s Royal Air Force and first flown in May 1941, the P-51 Mustang ultimately became one of the finest single-engined fighter aircraft of WWII. This program tells the story of the development and combat career of this classic war plane. 25 minutes. Artmagic. Pub. at $7.95 Item #6979114 $5.95

JUNKERS JU 52
By Heinz J. Nowarra. A photographic survey of the famous Tante Ju in its legendary transport role over a variety of war fronts. 48 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 Item #682180X $4.95

NORTHROP’S YF-17 COBRA: A Pictorial History
By Don Logan. Presents the details of the Northrop YF-17, one of two prototypes tested in the U.S. Air Force Air Combat Fighter competition, a program which attempted to reverse the trend of increasing cost and complexity of new fighter aircraft. Well illus., most in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 Item #6788106 $2.95

HEINKEL He 115
Torpedo/Reconnaissance/Mine Layer Seaplane of the Luftwaffe
By H.P. Dabrowski. Provides photographs, drawings, development and use of the German aircraft. 48 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 Item #6722253 $4.95

MITSUBISHI/NAKAJIMA G3M/2 Type 0
By Richard M. Sengfelder. A history of the “Nells,” flying from the safe haven of bases captured in Indo-China and the Celebes islands, the bomber cut a swath through the Pacific, until logistics of greater ranges to targets and more modern interceptors underscored the plane’s deficiencies. Well illus. 59 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 Item #6788068 $7.95

★ DURAI: An Epic Tale of Survival and a Mission That Might Have Ended the Vietnam War
By Craig K. Collins. A true account of one of the most remarkable tales of survival in the history of aviation—a midair collision at 30,000 feet by two bomb-laden B-52s over a category five super typhoon above the South China Sea during the outset of the Vietnam War. Photos. 218 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95 Item #5777879 $5.95

P-51/F-6 MUSTANGS WITH THE USAF—EUROPEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS
By Tomasz Szlager. This vast assembly of historical photographs, commissioned artwork and exhaustively researched text takes readers through the operations of the P-51 and F-6 in Europe, capturing heroic fighting actions along the way. 88 pages. Kagéro. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 Item #6655780 $7.95

FOCKE-WULF FW 190: The Luftwaffe Profile Series No.4
By Manfred Grießl. Offers a detailed look at this German aircraft, focusing specifically on the versions of the FW 190 that were produced in large numbers. Informed examinations of various iterations are enhanced by copious historical photographs and diagrams. 49 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 Item #5993377 $5.95

GERMAN TWIN-ENGINE BOMBER OF WORLD WAR II
By Manfred Grießl. Provides photographs, drawings, development and use of this German bomber. 52 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 Item #6722199 $4.95

THE 350TH FIGHTER GROUP: In the Mediterranean Campaign 2 November 1942 to 2 May 1945
A facsimile reprint of the group’s war book, stories of the campaigns flown by the 345th, 346th, and 347th Fighter Squadrons, against the Luftwaffe during the Moroccan, Tunisian, Sicilian, and Italian campaigns. Well illus. Schiffer. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 Item #6721621 $7.95

Air Combat & Aircraft

★ BOMBER COMMAND—REFLECTIONS OF WAR, VOLUME 2: Live to Die Another Day
June 1942-Summer 1943
By Martin W. Bowman. Few campaigns waged from the summer of 1942 onwards continue to excite more hotly contested debate than the bomber offensive against the Third Reich. This second volume of a five part work provides a comprehensive insight into all aspects of RAF Bomber Command in WWII. Includes personal accounts from the men selected for aircrew duties. The second of five volumes. 144 pages of photos. 241 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $50.00 Item #6819001 $9.95

MESSERSCHMITT ME 262: The Luftwaffe Profile Series No.1
By Manfred Grießl. Filled with rare historical photographs and tables of technical details, this brief but fascinating study looks at the development and combat operations of this turbojet-powered fighter aircraft. 49 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95 Item #5993474 $5.95

MESSERSCHMITT BF 109, 1936-1945
By Heinz J. Nowarra. A photographic survey of the most famous German aircraft of World War II, highlighting its variety of markings on a variety of war fronts. 48 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 Item #6821901 $4.95

MESSERSCHMITT BF 109E
By Rudolf Hotting. This profile covers the famed World War II Luftwaffe fighter on a variety of war fronts, from Poland and France through the Battle of Britain and the Russian Front. This legendary Luftwaffe aircraft is shown in over 140 photographs, line drawings, and color profiles. 50 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 Item #6724507 $2.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6875300</td>
<td>BLOHM &amp; VOSS BV 141: X Planes of the Third Reich Series</td>
<td>David Myhra</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6875301</td>
<td>HEINKEL HE 219</td>
<td>Heinz J. Nowarra</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6875302</td>
<td>NATTER BACHEM BA 349: And Other German Rocket Fighter Projects</td>
<td>Joachim Dessel</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6875303</td>
<td>ATTACK &amp; CONQUER: The 8th Fighter Group in World War II</td>
<td>L.J. Hickey &amp; J.C. Stanaway</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>11x8¼</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6884604</td>
<td>RUSSIAN AVIATION COLOURS, 1909-1922, VOL. 2: Great War by M. Kharulin &amp; B. Stepanov</td>
<td>Andrey Ruprecht</td>
<td>Harpia</td>
<td>8¼x11¼</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6884152</td>
<td>HURRICANE MANUAL 1940 Ed. 2 by Dilip Sarkar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Amberley</td>
<td>8¼x12</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6873956</td>
<td>THE FEAR IN THE SKY: Vivid Memories of Operational Aircrew in World War Two</td>
<td>Pat Cunningham</td>
<td>Osprey</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6870821</td>
<td>FIRST TO THE FRONT: The Aerial Adventures of 1st Lt. Waldo Heinrichs and the 95th Aero Squadron</td>
<td>By Charles Woolley, Lieutenant Waldo Heinrichs</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6879277</td>
<td>REPORT OF JOINT FIGHTER CONFERENCE: NAP Patuxent River, MD 16-23 Oct. 1944</td>
<td>Francis H. Dean</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6864265</td>
<td>MODERN CHINESE WARPLANES</td>
<td>Andreas Ruprecht</td>
<td>Kagero</td>
<td>8¼x11¼</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6804284</td>
<td>AI? COMBAT DURING ARAB-ISRAELI WARS: Library of Armed Conflicts No. 01</td>
<td>Jakub Marszalekiewicz</td>
<td>Osprey</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6881916</td>
<td>THE BELL X-1: X Planes No. 1 by Peter E. Davies</td>
<td></td>
<td>Osprey</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6878882</td>
<td>U.S. NAVY AIRCRAFT, 1921-1941/U.S. MARINE CORPS AIRCRAFT, 1914-1959</td>
<td>William T. Larkins</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6786196</td>
<td>MORE LUFTWAFFE FIGHTER AIRCRAFT IN PROFILE</td>
<td>By C. Sundin &amp; C. Bergstrom</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>11x8¼</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6885850</td>
<td>THE 363RD FIGHTER GROUP IN WORLD WAR II: In Action Over Europe with the P-51 Mustang</td>
<td>Kent D. Miller</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>11x8¼</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6879927</td>
<td>REPORT OF JOINT FIGHTER CONFERENCE: NAP Patuxent River, MD 16-23 Oct. 1944</td>
<td>Francis H. Dean</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6865474</td>
<td>AIR LACUNA! A Pictorial History of Airborne Weapons</td>
<td>B. Holder &amp; S. Vadnais</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>8½x11¼</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6871648</td>
<td>HURRICANE MANUAL 1940 Ed. 2 by Dilip Sarkar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Amberley</td>
<td>8¼x12</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6787920</td>
<td>JUNKERS JU 88: The Early Years–Blitzkrieg to the Blitz</td>
<td>By Chris Goos</td>
<td>Schiffer</td>
<td>11x8¼</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5884152</td>
<td>RUSSIAN AVIATION COLOURS, 1909-1922, VOL. 2: Great War by M. Kharulin &amp; B. Stepanov</td>
<td>Andrey Ruprecht</td>
<td>Harpia</td>
<td>8¼x11¼</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5733956</td>
<td>THE FEAR IN THE SKY: Vivid Memories of Operational Aircrew in World War Two</td>
<td>Pat Cunningham</td>
<td>Osprey</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Air Combat & Aircraft**

**FIESLER FI 103R: Planes of the Third Reich Series** By David Myhra. Tells the story of SS-Standartenführer Otto Skorzeny and aviator Hanna Reitsch and places in history the Fiesler Fi 103 flying bomb into a plotted, suicide-crash diving flying machine. Heavily illustrated with historical photos and full-color detail shots. 104 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. Item #678684X $6.95

**THE MOSQUITO POCKET MANUAL** By Martin Robson. Tells the Mosquito story through a variety of contemporary documents, from the initial design process and trials, the pilot’s manuals and operational achievements, to the notes of the heroic men who flew her on missions throughout the Second World War. Illus. 168 pages. Conway. At $15.00. Item #574850X $11.95

**MESSERSCHMITT BF 109: Early Versions** By M.J. Murawski & A. Atanasov. Examines in detail the early versions of the most famous World War Two German fighter. It discusses its origins and development with coverage of changes made in its first prototypes, A-D variants and their sub-variants, covers most of the variants equipped into aircraft manufactured in addition to enabling the Royal Navy’s first pilots to learn to fly. This is a fascinating account of his great influence on early aviation. Well illus. 184 pages. Seaford. Item #6191982 $2.95

**RECONNAISSANCE PLANES SINCE 1945** By Frank Schwede. Features fundamental knowledge for aviation enthusiasts, covering a vast number of brands and models with original technical data, facts and photographs. Includes important information about reconnaissance aircraft from the U.S., Europe, Asia and Russia since 1945, 272 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. Item #678390X $9.95

**RUSSIAN GUNSHIP HELICOPTERS:** FlightCraft 2 By Y. Gordon & D. Komissarov. Profiling a range of exciting designs and accompanied by a descriptive narrative history of the various types, this resource combines practical information with reflective analysis to provide a comprehensive guide to model kits of Russia’s gunship helicopters. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6558928 $9.95

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**STUKA: Dive Bombers-Pursuit Bombers-Combat Pilots** By G. Aders & W. Heid. Uses more than 500 dramatic archival images to present the full story of German close-combat aircraft up to 1945. Includes profiles of more than 40 aircraft used by Germany since 1917, as well as air significant weapons developments from the same period. 246 pages. Schiffer. 8x10¼. Pub. at $29.95. Item #6822128 $11.95

**EYES OF THE NIGHT: The Air Defence of Liverpool and Manchester, 1940-1943** By J. Barndor & R. Collier. In the early years of WWII two of Britain’s most important industrial cities, Liverpool and Manchester, were woefully unprotected from enemy bombing raids and it proved to be catastrophic. Thus, the 9 Group of the RAF was conceived and charged with air defense of the entire region. This volume relates how the group was formed, the difficulties involved and its eventual success. Well illus. 205 pages. Pen & Sword. Item #681915X $6.95

**HEINKEL HE 162: Planes of the Third Reich Series** By David Myhra. A comprehensive discussion of the world’s first single engine turbojet power interceptor fighter plane, includes a short history of its design, development, and specifications. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. Item #6787702 $7.95

**UNSGN EAGLES: True Stories of America’s Citizen Airmen in the Skies of World War II** By Jay A. Stout. An exciting collection of stories of the incredible exploits of some of the young American air-crewmen who served during WWII. In an effort to save these stories from oblivion, Stout has captured the “everyman” accounts of 22 pilots from all the services and both the European and Pacific Theaters here. Pub. at $18.95. Item #6705746 $13.95

**GROUNDED: The Case for Abolishing the United States Air Force** By Robert M. Farley. Persuasively argues that America should end the independence of the U.S. Air Force (USAF) and divide its assets and missions between the U.S. Army and the U.S. Navy. 244 pages. UP’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6611265 $7.95

**GERMAN WAR BIRDS By Vigilant. Originally written in 1931 by ‘Vigilant’ (the pen name for Claude Sykes), this collection presents compelling tales of air combat as fought by top German pilots of WWII. Max Immelmann, Oswald Boelcke, and other famous and lesser-known daredevils of the sky. Photos. 245 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $29.95. Item #4599452 $19.95

**THE SR-71 BLACKBIRD Story** By Mark A. Chambers. Perhaps no other aircraft in aviation history has been such a well-kept secret as the United States’ Lockheed SR-71 Blackbird. This cutting-edge aircraft took the art of aerial spying to an unprecedented level and did it all from highly clandestine high-speed spy missions over communist nations during the late 1960s and 1970s. Well illus., most in color. 128 pages. History Press. Pub. at $16.95. Item #6713513 $9.95

**TRIBUTE TO AVIATION Legacies and Traditions** By John Dibbs et al. A detailed celebration of this Royal Air Force workhorse of WWII. The legendary craft is given even more Med坐落于aiion by fascinating firsthand accounts from the men who flew it as well as truly breathtaking images of the Hurricanes still in flight today, 256 pages. Osprey. 9x10¼. Pub. at $45.00. Item #6583229 $24.95

**FIGHTER AIRCRAFT SINCE 1945** By Frank Schwede. Offering information on the development and variants of jet engines, this survey covers the initial jets available at the end of WWII up until their use and technological prowess today. Full color. 127 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. Item #6807453 $6.95

**BATTLE OF BRITAIN MEMORIAL FLIGHT 1957 TO DATE: Operations Manual** By Keith Wilson. Takes you behind the scenes to give a unique inside look at what it takes to keep the Flight’s unique and historically significant aircraft maintained and flying. Read how the Flight is organized and managed, then follow the display routines flown by pilots of the Flight before taking a look at the many and varied displays and formations that the BBMF has been involved in over the years. Full color. In color. 157 pages. Haynes. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $39.95. Item #5923900 $11.95
KNIGHT’S CROSS PROFILES, VOLUME 2
By Ralf Schumann. Concise biographies, rare photos of personalities, aircraft, and award documents cover four Knight’s Cross holders of both the Luftwaffe and Heer: Gerhard Turke, Heinrich “Heinz” Bar, Arnold Hennig, and Joachim Müncheberg. 190 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $39.99. Item #6928846. $19.95

KNIGHT’S CROSS PROFILES, VOLUME 1
By Ralf Schumann. Concise biographies, rare photographs, details of the aircraft they flew, and other documents shed light on four holders of the Knight’s Cross of the Wehrmacht in World War II. Luftwaffe fighter and bomber pilots Heinz-Wolfgang Schnaufer; Rudolf Winnecke; Hermann Graf; and Hans-Jörg Schierholz. 200 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $35.00. Item #6928846 $7.95

MESSERSCHMITT ME 262: Variations Proposed & Version Designs Series
By David Myhra. The first book of a multi-volume series covering the complete history of Germany’s legendary WWII jet fighter, the Messerschmitt Me 262. The book is divided into several sections that detail the concept of the early 1940’s, in reality had a life expectancy ranging from a few days to a few weeks. This short history provides a fascinating overview of the history of fighter pilots, the experience of battle in the sky, and the enduring cult of the fighter ace. Illus., most color. Paperv. Pub. at $12.95. Item #650025. $6.95

* THE LAFAYETTE ESCADRILLE: A Photo History of the First American Fighter Squadron
By Steven A. Ruffin. Presents the most complete account yet of America’s first volunteer WWII participants, a squadron of gallant soldiers who flew for France. Copiously illustrated with both period photos and color then-and-now shots, it’s a rare visual testament to the men who risked it all to fight alongside our French allies. 194 pages. Paperv. Pub. at $37.95. Item #5741548. $19.95

JG 51: Jagdgeschwader “Molders”–Units 4 By Marek J. Murawski. A multitude of historic black and white photographs, beautifully realized at work, and fascinating captions introduce us to this formidable aircraft of WWII. Includes a sheet of decals printed by Cartograf. 30 pages. Kagero. Paperv. Pub. at $19.95. Item #1828118 $6.95

DASSAULT MIRAGE: The Combat Log
By Salvador Male Huetas. Chronicles in detail all of the Mirage III, 5, F1, and 2000 aircraft and specifically their use in combat operations from the Middle East to the South Atlantic, the Persian Gulf to the steaming jungles of Ecuador and Peru. Includes squadron histories, pilot narratives, and more. Well illus., most color. 208 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $39.99. Item #6821952 $29.95

* THE JAGGED EDGE OF DUTY: A Complete Catalogue of Every Existing Aircraft of the Navy to have Curtiss draw plans for the Vought SBU flying boats which came to the attention of the U.S. Navy. This study examines the plan of the Navy to have Curtiss draw plans for a large flying boat capable of flying across the Atlantic, to counter our German submarine menace. Illus. 125 pages. Fortieth. Paperv. Pub. at $29.95. Item #5988128 $21.95

* THE U.S. NAVY-CURTISS FLYING BOAT NC-4: An Account of the First Transatlantic Flight
By Richard V. Simpson. In the decade before World War One, Glenn H. Curtiss—an inventor obsessed with speed—developed a flying boat and flying boats which came to the attention of the U.S. Navy. This study examines the plan of the Navy to have Curtiss draw plans for a large flying boat capable of flying across the Atlantic, to counter our German submarine menace. Illus. 125 pages. Fortieth. Paperv. Pub. at $29.95. Item #598926X $7.95

* THE VICTOR STORY
By Tim McLelland. Discover facts and see fully colored pictures within the pages of this volume which explores the successes of the Victor from its inception, through its heyday to being scrapped and converted to fuel tankers. 128 pages. History Press. Pub. at $14.95. Item #6716105 $11.95

OXFORD’S OWN: Men and Machines of No.15/XX Squadron, Royal Flying Corps/Royal Air Force
By Martyn R. & Valerie A. Ford-Jones. Chronicles the history of the 15th Squadron, from its formation in 1915, at South Farnborough, Hampshire, on through the years, following the fates and fortunes of the men who served in it. Charts the changes in equipment as its missions changed over the years. Well illus., some in color. 352 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $59.95. Item #6928854 $29.95

HITLER’S FALL GUYS: An Examination of the Luftwaffe by One of America’s Most Famous Aces
By Walker M. Mahurin. The ninth ranking ace re-examines his former targets, pointing out their futile effort to stop the turnaround brought on by a mad leader who refused to recognize the futility of the air war. Mahurin talks about how the Luftwaffe were made to take the responsibility for the disastrous decisions made by Hitler and Goering. Photos. 190 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $29.95. Item #6724345 $14.95

MITSUBISHI ZERO: Japan’s Legendary Fighter
By Peter C. Smith. Takes you on a journey from inspired inception to the blazing termination of this unique aircraft. The first Naval fighter to be superior to land-based aircraft, Smith describes in detail the many victories that punctuated the early days of its operational career as well as the desperate dying days of WWII which witnessed her final demise. 16 pages of photos. 225 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95. Item #5844953 $14.95

* THE VIC-TOR STORY
By Tom Mclelland. Discover facts and sea fully colored pictures within the pages of this volume which explores the successes of the Victor from its inception, through its heyday to being scrapped and converted to fuel tankers. 128 pages. History Press. Pub. at $14.95. Item #6716105 $11.95

AIR COMBAT: From World War I to the Present Day
Ed. by Thomas Newdick. A comprehensive history of airborne combat. Illustrated with archive action photographs and detailed full color artworks, the chronologically ordered chapters outline the developments and landmarks in aerial combat through the decades. 320 pages. Amber. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.95. Item #4623576 $19.95

* THE VICTOR STORY
By Tim McLelland. Discover facts and se fully colored pictures within the pages of this volume which explores the successes of the Victor from its inception, through its heyday to being scrapped and converted to fuel tankers. 128 pages. History Press. Pub. at $14.95. Item #6716105 $11.95

AIR COMBAT: From World War I to the Present Day
Ed. by Thomas Newdick. A comprehensive history of airborne combat. Illustrated with archive action photographs and detailed full color artworks, the chronologically ordered chapters outline the developments and landmarks in aerial combat through the decades. 320 pages. Amber. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.95. Item #4623576 $19.95
**UNIFORMS OF THE INFANTRY 1919-TO THE PRESENT, VOLUME 2**
By Jorg M. Hornmann. A pictorial review and history of various forms of the military dress and decorations worn by the largest body of German troops. 127 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $24.95
Item #6790151 $3.95

**UNIFIED STATES NAVY PATCHES: Command & Support/Ambush Forces / SEAL Teams/Fleets/Filotillas/Groups**
By Michael L. Roberts. Over 1,000 Naval patches representing the proud and camaraderie of the groups, photographed and indexed to allow easy access to specific units and ships. 157 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $39.95
Item #672447 $14.95

**SUBMARINE BADGES AND INSIGNIA OF THE WORLD**
By Pete Prichard. A compendium of submarine badges of the world dating from the Imperial Russian Naval Officer’s Submarine School Graduation Badge of 1909 to the present. Includes all countries currently operating submarines, as well as those no longer existing as political entities. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $45.00
Item #6822142 $22.95

**BRITISH ARMY UNIFORMS IN COLOR**
By Peter Harrington. Presents 130 full color illustrations by artists Harry Payne, Edgar A. Holloway, John McLenn, and Ernest Ibbetson, originally done for postcards of British uniforms. A useful reference for postcard collectors, historians, and scholars of military uniforms. 146 pages. Schiffer. 9x12¼. Pub. at $49.95
Item #5721761 $24.95

**SOVIET GENERAL & FIELD RANK UNIFORMS, 1955 TO 1991**
By Adrian Streather. Covers all uniforms and worn by the Marshal of the Soviet Union, Marshals, Generals and all field rank officers from 1955-1991. Features a well researched and illustrated history of each type of uniform, the period it was approved for, and how it was made, along with a comprehensive collector’s and buyer’s guide. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Veloce. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95
Item #590543X $2.95

**THE LUFTWAFFE: Air Organizations of the Third Reich**
Item #6724922 $16.95

**CAMAOUFLAGE UNIFORMS OF EUROPEAN AND NATO ARMIES 1945 TO THE PRESENT**
By J.F. Borarello. Examines nearly all camouflaged uniforms and explains the more than 200 patterns and the efficacy of seasonal design. Also includes a short history of pattern testing and provides information on chameleon suits. Fully illus., most color. 117 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95
Item #5788750 $14.95

**KNIGHT’S CROSS HOLDERS OF THE SS AND GERMAN POLICE 1940-45, VOLUME 1**
By Michael D. Miller. Intended as a handy reference for both historians and military collectors, this volume presents rare and useful biographical data on 178 SS and Police officers. Features one hundred images illustrating the symbol of a triumphant empire and the stuff of legends. Illus. 262 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00
Item #6742556 $8.95

**UNIFORMS OF IMPERIAL & SOVIET RUSSIA IN COLOR**
By Robert W. Kenny, Jr. Features one hundred images illustrating the Russian Army from 1907-1920, forty-five images done on the post-WWII scene, and fifty images illustrating the Russian/Soviet uniforms from 1921-1946 with emphasis on the post-war era. All images are published here for the first time. 200 pages. Schiffer. 9x12½. Pub. at $49.95
Item #6709044 $5.95

**SNIPER ELITE: The World of a Top Special Forces Marksman**
By Rob Maylor with R. Macklin. The author takes readers inside the closed world of the elite Special Forces sniper, detailing his dedication to the dark art of sniping and touching on the history of the great snipers that came before him. Filled with dark humor and the almost religious sense of brotherhood within such an exclusive group of an explosive and revealing combat memoir. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99
Item #6792136 $4.95

**NAVY SEALS: Their Untold Story**
By D. Couch & W. Doyle. Written with the unprecedented cooperation of the Naval Warfare community, this vivid and definitive history of the U.S. Navy SEALs reveals the inside story behind the greatest combat operations of America’s most celebrated warriors. 40 pages of photos. 312 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99
Item #6786242 $4.95

**AT THE EDGE OF THE WORLD: The Heroic Century of the Foreign Legion By Jean-Vincent Blanchard. Drawing from rare archival memoirs and testimonies of legionnaires, this volume chronicles the Foreign Legion during the 19th and 20th centuries at the height of its renown, when its handsome, moody, and marginalized recruits became both the symbol of a triumphant empire and the stuff of legends. Illus. 262 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00
Item #6703305 $8.95

**THE LION OF SABRAY: The Afghan Warrior Who Defied the Taliban and Saved the Life of Navy SEAL Marcus Luttrell**
By Patrick Robinson. Robinson reveals the amazing backstory of Mohammed Gulab, the brave man who forever changed his own fate as well as that of his Afghan family and his village when he discovered the American soldier, Marcus Luttrell (from Lone Survivor) injured and barely conscious on a mountainside in the Hindu Kush, just hours after the firefight that killed the rest of Luttrell’s fellow SEALs. Photos. 261 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $27.00
Item #6709044 $5.95

**SOVIET POLICE UNIFORMS 1945-1991**
By Roger James Bender. A full historical documentation of Soviet police uniforms and accessories, speciality badges, clasps, decorations, standards, flags, pennants, and aircraft markings. Well illus. 320 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $39.95
Item #6724922 $16.95

**KAMIKAZE: To Die for the Emperor**
By Peter C. Smith. Tracing the Kamikaze tradition back to the original Divine Wind that saved Japan from invaders in ancient history, Smith explores the subsequent resurrection of the cult of the warrior in the late 19th century. He then follows this tradition through WWII, describing the many Kamikaze suicide attacks carried out by the Emperor’s pilots against Allied naval vessels. 16 pages of photos. 232 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95
Item #656026D $9.95

**WAFFEN-SS IN THE WEST**
By Michael D. Beaver et al. The long-sought-after original SS publication Waffen-SS im Westen is now available for the first time. Translated into English and carefully reproduced, the photographs were taken by SS war correspondents and vividly illustrate the early SS troops. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $29.95
Item #6767498 $11.95

**LANDSKNECHT SOLDIER 1486-1560: Warrior 49**
By John Richards. Reveals the true-life experiences of the Landsknecht soldier, using first-hand accounts, and takes a close look at the recruitment, training, and daily life of the soldiers. Also examines in detail their clothing, equipment and weaponry. Well illus., many in color. 64 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $18.95
Item #6703305 $13.95

**SHARPSHOOTERS: Casemate Short History**
By Gary Yee. Explores the evolution of the military marksman, his weapons and tactic, from the flintlock era through to the present day. Illus. 160 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95
Item #656026D $9.95

**DEVILS ON HORSES: In the Words of the Anzacs in the Middle East 1916-19**
By Terry Kinloch. Using the soldiers original letters and diaries, this volume tells the story of the New Zealand Mounted Rifles Brigade in Sinai and Palestine during the First World War in battles against the Ottoman Turkish Forces. Well illus. 406 pages. Exisle. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99
Item #575207X $21.95
**Notable Military Units**

**TWILIGHT WARRIORS** By James Kitfield. The story of how the American law enforcement and military agencies adapted, after failing to prevent the 9/11 terrorist attacks. Also how they adapted to the onslaught of terrorist, insurgents, and transnational criminal cartels by the creation of an intelligence-driven style of operations that combines the skills of soldiers, spies, and special agents. 405 pages. Basic. Pub. at $27.99 Item #6608248 $7.95

**MODERN SNIPERS** By Leigh Neville. Featuring accounts of actual operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, this comprehensive work looks at the selection, training, and equipment of today’s long-range specialists. Using straightforward language, Neville also explains the many elements that go into making that one crucial shot. 32 pages of color photos. 304 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $28.00 Item #5779340 $7.95

**ARMS AND ARMOR OF THE 4TH ARMORED DIVISION** By Leigh Neville. Featuring accounts of actual operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, this comprehensive work looks at the selection, training, and equipment of today’s long-range specialists. Using straightforward language, Neville also explains the many elements that go into making that one crucial shot. 32 pages of color photos. 304 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $28.00 Item #5856701 $19.95

**Weapons & Military Technology**

**DVD AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT** Takes you with the U.S. and British Marines and their Soviet counterparts as they sail on exercises, training to land on enemy occupied shores from northern Norway to the Middle East. All their major weapons and equipment are seen in action. 60 minutes. Artisanic. Item #990923X $3.95

**BOMB: The Race to Build--and Steal--the World’s Most Dangerous Weapon** By Steve Sheinkin. The story of the plotting, the risk-taking, the deceit, and genius that created the world’s most formidable weapon--the story of the atomic bomb. Photos, 266 pages. Roaring Brook. Pub. at $19.99 Item #6771912 $7.95

**DVD THE M1 GARAND—AMERICA’S RIFLE: Special Collector’s Edition** Covers the in-depth history of the M1 Garand rifle that served the U.S. armed forces in WWII and beyond. A groundbreaking firearm and a masterwork of simplicity. “America’s Rifle” is celebrated through rare archival footage, first-person accounts by combat veterans, state of the art animations and expert interviews. 60 minutes. Anchor. Pub. at $14.95 Item #576078X $11.95

**HEAVYWEIGHTS: The Military Use of Massive Weapons** By L. Marriot and J. Forty. Covering military history chronologically, each period has a number of case studies. From the stone shot Turkish supercannnon to the atomic artillery of the 1950s, By land or sea, the biggest, baddest, heavy artillery are paid homage within these pages. Fully illus., many in color. 224 pages. Crestline. Pub. at $24.99 Item #671885X $19.95

**RISE OF IWAR: Identity, Information, and the Individualization of Modern Warfare** By Glenn Voelz. A former Joint Chief of Staff explains how and why the U.S. military must adapt its approach to conflict as insurgency and the digital age transform war. He traverses years of doctrinal, technical, and bureaucratic innovations, and illuminates burgeoning technologies that will shape the future. 160 pages. Skyrise. Paperback. Pub. at $14.94 Item #6795412 $11.95

**TEAR GAS: From the Battlefields of World War I to the Streets of Today** By Anna Feigenbaum. A century-spanning history of this poorly understood weapon. Feigenbaum travels from military labs and chemical weapons expos to union assemblies and protest camps, drawing on declassified reports and eyewitness testimonies to show how policing with poison came to be. 218 pages. Verso. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 Item #8753019 $5.95

**BRITISH GUIDED MISSILE DESTROYERS—COUNTY-CLASS, TYPE 82, TYPE 42 AND TYPE 45: New Vanguard 234** By Edward Hampshire. Examines the technology, operational service, and combat performance of Britain’s guided missile destroyers, from the first-generation missiles to the state of the art Type-45 ships. Fully illus., many in color. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 Item #5707129 $9.95

**AXIS ARMORED FIGHTING VEHICLES: 1:72 Scale** By George Bradford. Filled with 1:72-scale drawings of armored vehicles from Germany, Japan, Italy, Hungary, and Romania. Models featured include: Tiger I and II heavy tanks (Germany), Jagdpanther tank destroyer (Germany), Toldi IIA medium tank (Hungary), and many more, 100 pages. Stackpole. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 Item #5707129 $9.95

**MILITARY LAND ROVER 1948-1985 ONWARDS: Enthusiasts’ Manual** By Pat Ware. Tells the story of the development of the world’s most numerous military vehicle, describing the modifications that made the standard civilian machines suitable for a wide range of military roles. Fully illus., some in color. 172 pages. Haynes. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 Item #664323X $17.95

**SASO ASSAULT RIFLES: Weapon 49** By Neil Grant. Combat accounts and in-depth analysis of combat performance combine to provide a detailed look at the weapon’s service career. Vivid artwork helps to illustrate the transformation the rifle underwent, from being disliked by the troops who used it to becoming a dependable and flexible firearm. Well illus. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 Item #5801221 $14.95

**SNAKE DANCE: Journeys Beneath a Nuclear Sky** By Patrick Marshman. On a journey that spans three continents and the history of civilization, Marshman sets out to trace the advent of atomic power across the globe, uncovering the legacies of two “mad geniuses” who confronted the devastating power of nuclear science in very different ways. 331 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Item #6702597 $2.95

**1914-1938 ARMORED FIGHTING VEHICLES** By George Bradford. A collection of detailed scale drawings of more than 100 armored fighting vehicles that focus on the years from WWI to the eve of WWII, a period of fast-paced AFV development around the world. 130 pages. Stackpole. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 Item #5707254 $11.95

**ARMY OF NONE: Autonomous Weapons and the Future of War** By Paul Scharre. Engaging military history, global policy, and cutting-edge science, Scharre, a former U.S. Army Ranger, argues that we must embrace technology where it can make war more precise and humane, but with surrendering human judgment. When the choice is life or death, there is no replacement for the human heart. Photos. 436 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95 Item #6878814 $19.95

**BIG GUNS: Casemate Short History** By Angus Konstam. Using gunpowder weapons was initially somewhat of a black art, but over the centuries gunnery became a science, a dependable method of breaching fortification, or overwhelming an enemy on the battlefield. The story of how the power of gunpowder has been harnessed and developed. Illus. 155 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 Item #6650244 $6.95

**ALMIGHTY: Courage, Resistance, and Existential Peril in the Nuclear Age** By Dan Zak. Reexamines America’s love-hate relationship to the nuclear bomb, from the race to achieve atomic power before the Nazis did to the solemn 70th anniversary of Hiroshima. Part historical adventure, part courtroom drama, part moral thriller, Zak shows that our greatest-modern day threat remains a power we discovered long ago. 16 pages of photos. 402 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $27.00 Item #6857442 $5.95
Naval History

THE BIRD FARM: Carrier Aviation and Naval Aviators—A History and Celebration. By Philip Kaplan. Offering a rare glimpse of life aboard an aircraft carrier, this volume presents a vivid and often hair-raising portrait of military aircraft carriers and their crews, and of the planes and pilots who depend on them. Includes nearly 200 photographs and dozens of interviews. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95. Item #6717330. $21.95.


THE JAPANESE AIRCRAFT CARRIER SHINANO: Super Drawings in 3D. By Waldemar Goralski. Features computer generated 3D illustrations that show various components of the Shinano in careful detail. A description of her technical specifications and her history are given. Includes scale drawings that offer extensive views of her design. Fully illus. in color. 82 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95. Item #6742467. $19.95.


NAVAL ARCHIVES, VOL. 04. By Gary Staff et al. Provides a brief history of several famous battleships: The Large Cruiser of 1910: J-Seydlitz, The Large Cruiser of 1911: K-Derflinger, and more. Includes detailed line drawings and cutting edge computer generated imagery. Also features 8 pages of close up 3D renderings of the Italian heavy cruiser Pola. 3D glasses are included. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. Item #6955797. $13.95.

THE MARINE OFFICER’S GUIDE. 8TH EDITION. By Christian Hahdden. Created to assist new officers to learn the ropes as quickly as possible, this thorough manual also helps the officer corps to keep professionally up to date. Illus. 728 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $36.95. Item #6713637. $17.95.

NAVAL ARCHIVES, VOL. 09. By Witold Koszela et al. Offers a brief history of the Radecky Class - forgotten battleships of the forgotten navy, the three embodiments of the Seydlitz and more. Includes detailed line drawings and cutting edge computer generated imagery. Also features 8 pages of close up 3D renderings of the German Destroyer Z37, 3D glasses are included. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. Item #6643175. $13.95.


CLASH OF FLEETS: Naval Battles of the Great War, 1914-18. By Y.P. (Othar) & L.R. Heinz. An absorbing and thoroughly researched history that relates the story of 144 surface naval actions of the Great War—the famous as well as the forgotten. The authors illuminate why the naval war developed as it did and explain why many of the results that followed were not what the admirals had envisioned entering the conflict. Photos & maps. 372 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $34.95. Item #6592953. $27.95.


Graf Zeppelin: Super Drawings in 3D. By Stefan Draminski. The 1930s saw the world’s greatest navies begin extensive efforts to produce aircraft carriers. The German Navy also had ambitions to possess carriers. The first of them was the Graf Zeppelin, but it was never to enter service. Includes a wealth of 3D illustrations and fold-out scale drawings. 82 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95. Item #6807486. $26.95.

THE GERMAN AIRCRAFT CARRIER GRAF ZEPPELIN: Super Drawings in 3D. By Stefan Draminski. The 1930s saw the world’s greatest navies begin extensive efforts to produce aircraft carriers. The German Navy also had ambitions to possess carriers. The first of them was the Graf Zeppelin, but it was never to enter service. Includes a wealth of 3D illustrations and fold-out scale drawings. 82 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95. Item #583757X. $26.95.


History of Warfare

INVISIBLE ARMIES: An Epic History of Guerilla Warfare from Ancient Times to the Present. By Max Boot. Narrating over 300 years of “unconventional” military conflicts, this work traces guerilla warfare and terrorism from antiquity to the present. Challenging conventional wisdom that irregular warfare is the historical exception, it demonstrates that guerilla warfare is actually the norm, from ancient civilizations to Afghanistan. 24 pages of photos, 750 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $35.00. Item #6674122. $9.95.
Wartime Journalism

DVD THE CAUCASUS BATTLES, 1942-1943: The footage captured by Germany’s Propaganda Kompanien (PK) was used to produce Die Deutsche Wochenshau, a weekly cinematic newspaper detailing the war’s events on land, sea, and air. This program translates some of these newreel films, recording the German drive into the oilfields of the Caucasus. In B&W. 60 minutes. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. Item #5967120


WORLD WAR II 1945: The Final Victories Ed. by R. D’Angelo & A. Smith. From 1945’s fiercest struggles and bitter losses to the creation of the United Nations, this essential guide takes you through the year that forged a New World Order. Fully illus., some in color. 271 pages. Time-Life. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. Item #6864759

THE WAFFEN SS IN THE WEST: Hitler’s War Machine Ed. by Bob Carruthers. This photographic journal was originally published in the spring of 1941. It was edited and carried forward by Hauptsturmfuehrer Gunter d’Alquen, commander of the SS Propaganda Kompanie and editor of the official SS newspaper, Das Schwarze Korps. 148 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. Item #6819621

THE CENSORED WAR: American Visual Experience During World War Two By George H. Roeder, Jr. This powerful work tells the story of how American public opinion about WWII was manipulated both by the wartime images that citizens were allowed to see in pictures, ads, and posters—and by the images that were suppressed. Well illus. 188 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00. Item #6861808

THE GERMAN SOLDIER IN WORLD WAR II By Ian Baxter. Through extensive text and many previously unpublished photographs, Baxter provides a captivating glimpse of the history of the SS-Polizei Division fought across Europe and Russia where it committed numerous atrocities. This volume is a unique glimpse into one of the most infamous fighting machines in WWII and a great addition to any reader interested in Waffen-SS history. Fully illus. 141 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. Item #6835244

THE GERMAN SOLDIER IN WORLD WAR II: Portraits and Memories By Richard Bell. Chronicling the many faces of the WWII effort, these contemporary black-and-white portraits of the longest surviving veterans remind us that the war was comprised of Americans from all walks of life. The moving images are paired with intimate memories that glimpse the horrifying realities of war. 126 pages. Schiffer. 9½x9¼. $21.95. Item #672728X

THE LAST VETERANS OF WORLD WAR II: Portraits and Memories By Jon Diamond.

**THE GERMAN SOLDIER IN WORLD WAR II: Portraits and Memories**

By Richard Bell. Chronicling the many faces of the WWII effort, these contemporary black-and-white portraits of the longest surviving veterans remind us that the war was comprised of Americans from all walks of life. The moving images are paired with intimate memories that glimpse the horrifying realities of war. 126 pages. Schiffer. 9½x9¼. $21.95. Item #672728X

FIRST BLOOD IN NORTH AFRICA: Operation Torch and the U.S. Campaign in Africa in World War II By Jon Diamond. A photographic documentation of Operation Torch, a geographically vast and operationally widespread campaign in which nine objectives along the 1,000-mile coast of North Africa were to be seized amphibiously, along with simultaneous overland assaults on Nazi-held Tunisia, and against Rommel’s forces. Fully illus., some in color. 202 pages. Stackpole. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95. Item #597013X

THE LAST VETERANS OF WORLD WAR II: Portraits and Memories

By Jon Diamond.
**European Warfare**

**BANNOCKBURN 1314: Battle Story**
By Chris Brown. Bannockburn 1314 is the most celebrated battle waged between Scotland and England, known for winning Scotland its independence. This account re-creates the campaign from the perspective of both sides, with detailed profiles of notable leaders, maps showing the military movements, and more. Illus. 153 pages. Spellmount. Paperbound.

PUB. AT $16.95

Item #664760X

**$3.95**

**KNIIGHTS: Chivalry and Violence**
By R. Serdtive & J. Sadler. Offers an accessible, authoritative and entertaining history of chivalry. This study covers the rise and decline of the medieval knights, including the extensive training, specific arms and armor, tournaments, and the important concept of chivalry. Illus. 160 pages. Casemate. Paperbound.

PUB. AT $12.95

Item #6739199

**$6.95**

**DUTCH ARMIES OF THE 80 YEARS' WAR 1568-1648 (1)– INFANTRY: Men-at-Arms 510**
By Bouko de Groot. Describes and explains the evolution of the Dutch armies of the 80 Years’ War, supplemented with photos of important artifacts, period engravings, tactical diagrams, and moulage color plates of soldiers and their flags. 48 pages. Osprey.

Paperbound. PUB. AT $18.00

Item #959731

**$12.95**

**THE SECOND WAR OF ITALIAN UNIFICATION 1859-61: ESSENTIAL HISTORIES 74**
By Frederick C. Schneid. Expertly sketches the imperial strategy, the ideology, the personalities and the intrigue behind Italy’s struggle for nationhood, and charts this fascinating example of mid-19th century warfare—from the bloody fields of Magenta and Solferino to Garibaldi’s famous conquest of Sicily. Well illus., many in color. 96 pages. Osprey.

Paperbound. PUB. AT $20.95

Item #670798X

**$9.95**

**A SCOTS GREY AT WATERLOO: A Remarkable Story of Sergeant William Clarke**
By Gareth Glover. A sergeant who played a key role in Napoleon’s defeat at Waterloo. Scots Grey’s hand-written memoir captures every stage of the action, all the way to the climactic encounter on the Mont St. Jean. Here an excerpt from that text is presented and annotated, providing a unique in-depth account of the actions of the cavalry. Color illus. 338 pages. Frontl ine. PUB. AT $39.95

Item #6796958

**$29.95**

**IN THE PENINSULA WITH A FRENCH HUSSAR: Memoirs of the War of the French in Spain**
By Albert Jean Michel de Rocca. A junior officer in Napoleon’s 2nd Regiment of Hussars gives a riveting account of the Peninsular War from his unique perspective. He describes early events like the march to Madrid and Napoleon’s entry into the city, as well as the subsequent battles and the pursuit of Sir John Moore. 192 pages. Frontline. PUB. AT $39.95

Item #6611397

**$14.95**

**WELLINGTON’S PENINSULAR WAR GENERALS AND THEIR BATTLES**
By T.A. Heathcote. This volume covers the lives of forty-one of the best known divisional commanders, principal staff officers and heads of the supporting arms and services in Wellington’s Anglo-Portuguese army which famously halted Napoleon’s previously invincible eagles and forced them back to France. 189 pages. Pen & Sword. PUB. AT $39.95

Item #2884763

**$8.95**

**HARRIER CARRIERS, VOL. 1: HMS Invincible**
By Neil McClure. Tells the story of the first of the Royal Navy’s new generation of aircraft carriers. traces HMS Invincible’s career from the traumatic beginnings in the early 1970s to the early years of the 21st century. Well illus., some in color. 127 pages. Pen & Sword. PUB. AT $39.95

Item #6924743

**$5.95**

**KITC HEN WANTS YOU: The Man, the Poster and the Legacy**
By M. Thatcher & A. Quinn. Expertly traces the First World War through a remarkable poster whose words and image have influenced millions of people across the world. This title presents new and fascinating facts about the “Kitchen” poster as it explores why this poster, among hundreds of others, has survived as such a cultural design icon. Well illus., many in color. 166 pages. Uniform Press. Paperbound. PUB. AT $22.95

Item #6924840

**$5.95**

**FROM BOILED BEEF TO CHICKEN TIKKA: 500 Years of Feeding the British Army**
By Janet Macdonald. Compelling history of British Army food from the 17th century to the present day, examining the intriguing question of what was served up to troops then and now, as well as insights into the personalities who made a difference in this corner of Britain’s military machine. 16 pages of photos. 246 pages. Frontline. PUB. AT $39.95

Item #6770398

**$9.95**

**FRIENDS AND ENEMIES: The Natal Campaign in the South African War 1899-1902**
By Hugh Rothman. A deeply researched study of a key aspect of the Boer War, includes the experiences of the inhabitants of Natal—soldier and civilian, men and women, black and white. Illus. 314 pages. Tattered Flag. Paperbound. PUB. AT $27.95

Item #664970X

**$4.95**

**WE MARCH AGAINST ENGLAND: Operation Sea Lion, 1940-41**
By Robert Forczyk. Based on extensive new archival research, Forczyk offers a balanced and comprehensive account of the capabilities and preparations of both sides, from analysis of inter-arms cooperation to the effectiveness of intelligence-gathering, and shows the inadequacies of British defensive preparations as the country stood on the brink of invasion. 32 pages of photos, some color. Osprey. PUB. AT $30.00

Item #6525868

**$21.95**

**THE MYTHICAL BATTLE: Hastings 1066**
By Ashley Hen. This scholarly volume highlights two key issues about the battle, how little we actually know for certain about the battle, and how the popular understanding of Hastings has shaped by the concerns of later periods. Color photos. 220 pages. Crowood. PUB. AT $36.95

Item #8285504

**$29.95**

**BRITISH LIGHT INFANTRY & RIFLE TACTICS OF THE NAPOLEONIC WARS: Elite 215**
By Philip Haythornwate. A comprehensive study of the British Light infantry and Rifle regiments between 1808 and 1815, which were trained by far-sighted British and German veterans under the visionary leadership of Sir John Moore, and who proved themselves to be arguably the most versatile and competent infantrymen in Europe. Illus., most in color. 64 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. PUB. AT $19.03

Item #6625784

**$13.95**

**CHIVALRY, KIN GSHIP AND CRUSADE: The English Experience in the Fourteenth Century**
By Timothy Bond. The author exposes a thick seam of military engagement along the perimeters of Christendom and details of participants and campaigns are chronicled, and associated matters of tactics, diplomacy, organization, and recruitment are minutely analyzed. 260 pages. Boydell. PUB. AT $25.95

Item #685463X

**$14.95**

**THE ROYAL AIR FORCE: A Centenary of Operations**
By Michael Napier. This stunning volume uncovers in both words and photographs the true exploits and accomplishments of RAF personnel over the last hundred years, playing a vital role in supporting the national interest around the globe. 340 pages. Osprey. 9½×11¼. PUB. AT $50.00

Item #4545273

**$14.95**

**A HISTORY OF THE ROYAL NAVY: World War I**
By Mike Furgurson-Roberts. Although the Royal Navy’s operations in WWI were global, most of the fleet’s strength was concentrated in the Grand Fleet, which confronted the German High Seas Fleet across the North Sea. During WWI, 43,244 Royal Navy personnel lost their lives fighting on the seas. This account tells their stories and places the navy back at the heart of the British war effort. Illus. 236 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperbound. PUB. AT $25.00

Item #5937108

**$13.95**
Military Collectibles

THE IMPERIAL GERMAN EAGLES IN WORLD WAR I: THEIR POSTCARDS AND PICTURES by Lance J. Bronnenkant, Sanke, Liersch, and NPG postcards featuring German WWI aviators have been collected, traded, and reproduced in many publications over the years. This volume is the first to focus on the when, where, why, and by whom these photographs were taken, and when or why they were issued as postcards. Volume 3 of three. 437 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $79.99

Item #678786X

World War II Troop Type Parachutes, Volume One: Axis—Germany, Italy, Japan by Guy Richards. Collectors, modellers or researchers will be able to identify all of the troop parachutes used by the Axis powers in WWII. Includes technical data, drawings, and packing instructions for those who own or find a vintage parachute. Describes the developmental history and employment technique. 140 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

Item #6790240

Military Collectibles

THE IMPERIAL GERMAN EAGLES IN WORLD WAR I: THEIR POSTCARDS AND PICTURES by Lance J. Bronnenkant, Sanke, Liersch, and NPG postcards featuring German WWI aviators have been collected, traded, and reproduced in many publications over the years. This volume is the first to focus on the when, where, why, and by whom these photographs were taken, and when or why they were issued as postcards. 348 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $69.95

Item #6787843

Military Modeling

MODELING WEAPONS & ACCESSORIES FOR MILITARY MINIATURES by Kim Jones. Shows you how to construct that perfect weapon for your military figure, so your model will stand out from the rest. Using step-by-step photographs, Jones illustrates his tried and true methods of construction, to add that extra touch of realism for your creation.

64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

Item #6724558

Military Leaders

SUPREME COMMANDER: MacArthur’s Triumph in Japan by Seymour Morris Jr. Douglas MacArthur’s greatest victory was not in war, but in peace. Combining political history and military biography, the author recounts how MacArthur transformed the defeated empire of Japan into a beacon of peace and democracy, establishing a bond between two countries that survives to this day. Photos. 364 pages. Harper. Pub. at $20.99

Item #6679846

Military Leaders

CARACALLA: A Military Biography by Ilkka Syvanne. Caracalla has one of the worst reputations of any Roman emperor. The author explains how the biased ancient sources, in combination with the stern looking statues of the emperor, have created a distorted image of the man. This biography offers a complete overview of this colorful character. Illus. 348 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

Item #6683871

Military Leaders

HANNIBAL by Ernie Bradford. A complete biography that explores the strategies of Hannibal’s greatest triumphs and reveals Hannibal the soldier, the general, the statesman and the private man. 350 pages. Endeavor Ink. Paperbound.

Item #6663354

Military Leaders

THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON: Military Dispatches Ed. by Charles Esdaile. Vividly recording everything from his strategic vision to the heat of battle and the condition of his men. Wellington’s writings are remarkable for their clarity, attention to detail and often brutal honesty. These dispatches provide a unique record of Britain’s land war against Napoleon. Maps. 405 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

Item #6736017

Military Leaders

THE COMMANDER: Fawzi al-Qawuqji and the Fight for Arab Independence 1914-1948 by Laila Parsons. Revered by some as the Arab Garibaldi, maligned by others as an intriguer and opportunist, Fawzi al-Qawuqji manned the fortresses of Jaffa, led the first Arab National Congress, and was the Emperor of Egypt. In 1930 he moved to France, but his return to his homeland was not to show the way for other countries, but to take the lead in the fight for Arab Independence. 462 pages. Endeavor Ink. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00

Item #6708536

Military Leaders

THE CRUSADES by Stephen Mitchell. The Crusades were 9th to 14th century wars between Christendom and Islam, most notably the First Crusade and the Reconquista of Islamic territory. The author explores the motivations behind these wars and their impact on the world. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

Item #6896901

Military Leaders

THE CRUSADES by Stephen Mitchell. The Crusades were 9th to 14th century wars between Christendom and Islam, most notably the First Crusade and the Reconquista of Islamic territory. The author explores the motivations behind these wars and their impact on the world. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

Item #6896901

Military Leaders

THE CRUSADES by Stephen Mitchell. The Crusades were 9th to 14th century wars between Christendom and Islam, most notably the First Crusade and the Reconquista of Islamic territory. The author explores the motivations behind these wars and their impact on the world. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

Item #6896901

Military Leaders

THE CRUSADES by Stephen Mitchell. The Crusades were 9th to 14th century wars between Christendom and Islam, most notably the First Crusade and the Reconquista of Islamic territory. The author explores the motivations behind these wars and their impact on the world. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

Item #6896901

Leaders
**Dvd the churchills** widescreen. Eminent historian david starkey tells the parallel stories of the two greatest war leaders in British history: Winston Churchill, who led Britain and her allies to victory against Hitler; and John Churchill, who battled a much earlier would-be dictator of Europe, Sun King Louis XIV of France. Three episodes. English SDH. In color and B&W. Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99 $13.95

**chief seattle and the town that took his name** by david m. buerge. Threading together disparate accounts of the time from the 1780s to the 1860s—including oral histories, Hudson’s Bay Company records, pioneer diaries and historic newspaper reporting—buerge presents a complete historical account of Chief Seattle and his times. 325 pages. Sasquatch. Pub. at $25.95 $18.95

**Joshua BarneY: hero of the revolution and 1812** by louis arthur norton. A natural seaman and leader with extraordinary courage, Barney took part in thirty five Revolutionary War naval engagements and was imprisoned three times, but escaped twice using resourceful disguises. This study scrutinizes Barney’s colorful life and analyzes the events that forged his character. Photos. 228 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**Report from #24: the thrilling tale of Norway’s most decorated World War II hero** by Gunnar Sonstbye. Adolf Hitler unleashed upon the world a fury it had never known before—storm troopers and Gestapo men panzer divisions and the Luftwaffe; in the final accounting their power was overshadowed by the Resistance determination of mild, pacific men—the quiet but determined heroes of our time—like Gunnar Sonstbye. This book is a dazzling tale of one man’s defiant answer to tyranny. 192 pages. Barricade. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

**Horrocks: the general who led from the front** by philip warner. Sir Brian Horrocks’ style and abilities form an object lesson in what generalship should be all about. He won his battles by first winning his subordinates over and the ensuing results were spectacular. Warner’s biography of this great leader is also a valuable lesson in how to bring out the best in others. 16 pages of photos. 195 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $13.95

**The art of command, second edition: military leadership from george washington to colin powell Ed. by hs. laver & jj. matthews. In the second edition of a classic resource, the authors identify eleven core characteristics of highly effective leaders, such as integrity, determination, vision, and charisma, and eleven significant figures in American military history who embody those qualities. 325 pages. Sasquatch. Pub. at $30.00 $24.95

**A good man: Rediscovering my father, sargent shrive by mark k. shrive. A brave and deeply personal story of a son discovering the true meaning of his father’s legacy, this heartfelt memoir reminds us that we can learn from our parents not just while they are alive but also after they are gone. “A deeply touching story of a famous family and the private joys and trials that came with it.”—Tom Brokaw Illus. 274 pages. Holt. Pub. at $24.00 $3.95

**Deng xiaoping: portrait of a great military leader** Ed. by gao fan. This pictorial biography follows the military career of one of China’s most admired and influential leaders. Candid and posed, the images expose Deng at work, at leisure, in the heat of battle, during maneuvers, and meeting with top leaders, peasants, and family members. 191 pages. Schiffer. 8 1/4 x 11 1/4. Pub. at $44.95 $7.95

**Wellington's brigade commanders: Peninsula & waterloo** by r. mcgugilgan & r. burnham. A guide to Wellington’s brigade commanders offering essential information on each individual, followed by a concise account of his life and service, focusing on the notable engagements he took part in and other remarkable episodes in his career. The best of these generals were extremely competent; the worst were so bad that Wellington fought hard to get rid of them. 16 pages of photos, some color. 322 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $30.00 $29.95